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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Sanitation development for urban and rural dwellers, industrial
and commercial enterprises as well as for public and private in-
stitutions has become an important undertaking in Botswana. No
sanitation sector policy has, however, been officially adopted to
guide the efforts of installing, operating and maintaining the re-
quired facilities. The situation in Botswana Is characterized by
high coverage of improved sanitation in the five major urban
towns, limited provision of services in the major villages and
rather poor over-all standard of sanitation in rural areas.

It is the Town and District Councils which have the statutory
responsibility for sanitation. They receive finances through the
Ministry of Local Government and Lands in the form of loans and
development grants respectively for implementation. In addition
the Ministry of Mineral Resources and Water Affairs is responsible
for water pollution control, the Ministry of Health for water
quality surveillance and general health aspects, and the Ministry
of Works and Communication for sanitation facilities serving
government Institutions. Institutional sanitation has in several
cases caused problems of considerable public concern.

After having reviewed alternative -options for organization of
Sanitation Sector administration it is recommended for the short
term that:

- the statutory responsibility will continue to rest with the Town
and District Councils,

- Ministry of Local Government and Lands will continue to have the
overall responsibility for financing of sector development,

- Ministry of Mineral Resources and Water Affairs represented by
Department of Water Affairs should be the technically competent
authority for sanitation.

This reorganization proposal will leave the Ministry of Local
Government and Lands to look after the sector policy formulation
and financial aspects. A relatively minor strengthening of the
Department of Water Affairs will be required to develop the tech-
nical capacity.

The water sector administration is currently also under review and
a preliminary proposal has been made for the creation of a natio-
nal water supply parastatal organization. Such a parastatal could
be extended to cover sanitation as well. In any case the deci-
sions made on water sector administration will influence strongly
the recommendations for long term organizational development of
the Sanitation Sector. When the final report of the Water Sector
Administration Study has been completed, the present Report should
be reviewed carefully with a view to harmonize the respective con-
clusions where appropriate.
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No development plan exists for the Sanitation Sector at present.
It is therefore difficult to project the future strength of the
sector organization. Based on present situation and conceivable
pattern of future sanitation development the following is con-
cluded with regard to manpower development:

- Total manpower requirement amounts to one per about 1,200 per-
sons served for waterborne sewerage and one per about 2,000 ser-
ved for on-site disposal.

- Managerial and supervisory functions must be strengthened, pri-
marily through local recruitment and training.

- Due to similarities in technical subjects training for the water
supply and sanitation sectors can be combined to a great extent
at all levels.

It is an urgent need for recognition of the sanitation (sub—)sec-
tor. Fortunately the sector problems have not yet reached propor-
tions which would make it difficult to catch up within a relative-
ly short time. The main areas of improvement to be addressed by a
streamlined sector organization are:

- Provide for more comprehensive planning to address future sani-
tation requirements.

- Develop machinery for better coordination, In particular pooling
of resources which are already available within government.

- Draw up realistic plans for organization of urban sanitation to
maintain the present high level of coverage.

- Develop the organizational structure required to address sanita-
tion problems in the Districts.

- Provide a system for back-up services to the decentralized O&M
organizations.

- Develop sector support services consistent with projected needs
of the Sanitation Sector.

- Draw up short term action plan to rectify most urgent health
hazard/water pollution problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 SCOPE OF THE STUDY

It has for some time been obvious that the organizational
structure of the Sanitation Sector in Botswana has not been
developed to meet the various needs of a rapidly growing
nation. On this background Ministry of Local Government
and Lands (MLGL) drew up a Terms of Reference (TOR) which
in broad terms requires the consultant to:

— examine existing administrative structures, including
financial and legislative aspects,

- document current and future resources allocated for the
sector,

- outline alternative organizational structures with indi-
cations of associated resources, and make recommenda—
ti ons,

- review the need for professional manpower and analyze the
corresponding training requirements.

The depth of study has naturally been dictated by the time
and budget available for it.

1.2 THE CONSULTANCY

The present consultancy on Sanitation Sector Management has
been commissioned after lengthly discussions between the
Government of Botswana (GOB), UNDP, World Bank and other
donors interested in the water supply and sanitation sector
development in Botswana. It was the World Bank with fund-
ing provided by UNDP which commissioned HIFAB International
AS of Norway for the Study. The Terms of Reference is re-
produced as Appendix 1 to this Report.

The Study is indeed very limited in terms of time and re-
sources allocated for it as can be seen below.

The team has comprised of:
— Mr. T. Lium, Sanitary Engineer
- Mr. B. Sedin, Economist/Planner

Mr. Lium stayed in Botswana for almost five weeks (18 Janu-
ary - 19 February 1987) and was joined by Mr. Sedin for one
week (7 — 14 February 1987). For final drafting of the re-
port a further two man—weeks in the home office were al-
lowed for in the contract.

A list of people met and of main reference documents used
in the course of the Study have been included in Appendix 6
and Appendix 7 respectively.
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1.3 THE WATER SECTOR ADMINISTRATION STUDY

A much more extensive management study on the water sector
has been going on while the sanitation sector management
was looked into. The consultants for the water sector
study, WLPU Consultants Ltd. submitted their Phase 1 Draft
Report (ref. 3) during the first week of HIFAB’s assignment
in Botswana. This report contains a substantial amount of
factual information which has been very useful for the pre-
sent Sanitation Sector Study.

Meetings have been held with WLPU Consultants, and they
kindly agreed that their report could be used as a refer-
ence document. The present report will therefore make re-
ferences to the above Phase 1 Draft Report, and generally
assume that the content of it is known to the readers of
this report.

There are many areas of obvious need for interfacing of the
water supply and sanitation sectors. Therefore it is un-
fortunate that the two studies were not carried out fully
coordinated under one TOR, but it is equally fortunate that
the Sanitation Sector Study is timed to coincide with WLPU
Consultant’s Phase 1 Draft Report. Thus, it is possible to
feed the sanitation sector requirements into the continued
discussions on water (and sanitation) sector administra-
tion. Hopefully this will enable GOB to overview the whole
sector when decisions are due to be taken.

1.4 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS MADE BY THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND
DEVELOPMENTPLANNING (MFDP)

MFDP expressed the following in a savingram to MLGL on 20
June 1986 immediately after the request for UNDP financing
had been approved and passed on:

I) government itself should have been able to work out
the coordination machinery among concerned departments

Ii) grandiose institutional arrangements with heavy man-
power and financial implications are not affordable.

The Consultant agrees to the sentiments of MFDP’s concern.
The first item is indicative of a lack of clear distribu-
tion of sector responsibilities. The danger expressed
under ii) could become a reality if the present situation
is allowed to continue unchecked for another few years.

A review of the current situation seem to suggest that some
reorganization together with pooling and vitalization of
available resources would go a long way towards satisfac-
tory sector administration. Another question is whether
the current investment level is adequate for environmental
protection including water pollution abatement and control
of hazards to public health.
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1.5 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

It has been a pleasure for HIFAB to carry out this assig~-
ment for GOB, and MLGL in particular, under the contrarct
with World Bank. The open, frank and constructive athmos-
phere prevailing among civil servants and others concerned
with sector development is indeed commendable. This wbs
further demonstrated during the one day workshop held on d-2
February 1987 where the Consultant received valuable cr4—
tisism and proposals from an interested audience. The prb-
ceedings of this workshop has been documented in Appendix
5.

1.6 REPORT LAY-OUT

The present Report is organized in a straight forward man-
ner. The first chapters give an inventory of current Sani-
tation Sector administration and identifies organizational
shortcomings. Thereafter the framework for rational ad-
ministration is drawn up in terms of sector objectives,
future service levels and corresponding tasks to be under-
taken. Finally organizational options are proposed and
evaluated, leading up the Consultant’s recommendations.
These comprise of proposals for organizational structures,
procedural improvements, enforcement of legislation, and
manpower development.- Supporting information is presented
in a number of appendices to the Report.

I.
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2 SANITATION SECTOR OBJECTIVES

2.1 BOTSWANA’S NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTPOLICY

The four main planning objectives are set out in Chapter 3
(3.18) of the current National Development Plan (NDP), ref.
2:

- Rapid economic growth
— Social justice
— Economic independence
— Sustained development

These will apply as overall objectives also for sanitation
devel opment.

2.2 SANITATION SECTOR POLICY

No specific policy has been formulated for sanitatIon im-
provement, but an outline can be deduced from other sectir
policies (e.g. health, water, housing, etc.). These other
policies clearly assume that the needs will be met.

One of the explicit objectives of NDP VI is to ensure that
the goal of improved health is achieved. Adequate supply
of water for drinking, personal hygiene and other domestic
purposes, and adequate means of waste disposal are pointed
out as important measures (ref. p. 207 of NDP VI). More-
over, according to the National Policy on Housing (Govern-
ment Paper No. 2 of 1981), the long—term goal is to ensure
“safe and sanitary housing for everyone”.

The explisit policy objectives of the sanitation sector
would be to:

- improve public health

- protect against pollution of water resources

- provide sanitation infrastructure

Considering the scarcity of water resources in Botswana it
is likely that

- conservation of water

should be Included as a fourth specific sector objective.

The lack of an expressed sector policy is bound to hamper
sanitation development in several ways. Effects on sector
administration will be referred to in this Report.
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3. CATEGORIES OF SANITATION FACILITIES

3.1 GENERAL

Sanitation facilities provide for environmentally safe
disposal of waste water and/or human wastes (in particular
excreta). Refuse (or solid waste) is not considered In the
present study. In order to analyze organizational require-
ments it is important to define broadly the categories of
sanitation facilities to be financed, constructed and main-
tained in Botswana.

3.2 WATERBORNE,CONVENTIONALSEWERAGE

Reticulated system of sewerage pipelines connecting dis-
charge from individual plots to a centralized treatment and
disposal system, often via pumping stations. Pollution may
be caused by partially treated point discharges and by
leaking sewers. Widely used in the major towns, in a few
major villages, for larger institutions (e.g. schools,
hospitals, etc.) and for industrial sites. The system is
characterized by high capital costs (in particular) and
high operational costs.

3.3 WATERBORNE, ON-SITE DISPOSAL

Sewage passing through a septic tank and being disposed of
by soakage into ground. Presence of water as transport
medium increases risk of groundwater pollution. Previously
much used in urban areas, and being used for smaller insti-
tutions, high/medium cost housing, etc. where waterborne
sewerage is not available. The system is characterized by
high/medium capital costs and high operational costs.

3.4 LOW—COST, ON—SITE DISPOSAL

Based on provision of pit latrine as receptacle for cx—
creta, urine, etc. Risk of groundwater pollution moderate,
but can only be disregarded on basis of geological investi-
gations. Widely used for low—cost housing in major towns
and in villages. Offers the only viable improved sanita-
tion for majority of urban low—cost and village/rural dwel-
lings in forseable future unless substantial subsidies are
provided. Characterized by low capital costs and medium/
low operational costs.

3.5 DIFFERENCES IN ORGANIZATIONAL REQUIR~MENTS

For conventional, waterborne san1tat~on there is hardly any
alternative to having an appointed agency responsible for
each scheme/town, or whatever boundary is practicable. For
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on—site sanitation in rural areas and smaller villages the
responsibility for both construction and maintenance is
likely to remain with the individual plot—owner, although a
certain amount of government support can be envisaged.

On—site sanitation in towns and larger villages lend itself
to both options; installation an~~servicing by the appoin-
ted government agency, or individual owner responsibility
(relying on private or public sector assistance).

On—site sanitation to be undertaken on individual basis
will be relatively more dependent on communication support,
demonstration projects and promotional efforts. These
could viably be linked with other extension services to the
same target areas.

The differences in characteristics and requirements of the
respective sanitation options must be kept in mind through-
out the dicussions on sector administration. Obviously
many aspects of off-site and on—site sanitation are not
compatible from an administration/organization point of
view. This is particularly true when also the differences
between urban and rural sanitation are taken into account.
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4. PRESENT SANITATION/SEWERAGE SERVICES

4.1 MLGL HQ

All public sanitation/sewerage services (except when rela-
ted to institutional development undertaken by Buildings
Department) fall under the po~’tefolio of the MLGL. The
Town and District Councils present their project and/or
funding proposals through MLGL to MFDP for approval. MLGL
will make approved finances available to the councils and
supervise the implementation process until installations
are handed over to the local authorities. For Town Coun-
cils the financing is provided as a loan from the central
government whereas District Councils receive deficit grants
to cover the costs.

Within the Ministry’s technical unit there are only two
sanitation specialists; the Senior Public Health Engineer
and his counterpart with professional qualifications in
Public Health. The Senior Engineer in charge of the unit
also takes active part within his available time. Execu-
tion of the implementation tasks relies on extensive use of
consultants and contractors with the MLGL staff as super-
visors.

4.2 TOWNCOUNCILS

Waterborne sewerage has been installed in all five major
towns, employing waste stabilization ponds for treatment.
Plots not connected to these sewerage systems are mainly
using on-site low-cost sanitation (approved latrines). The
sanitation coverage in towns is high with generally 90 —

100% being served.

A breakdown showing the indicative number of people pre-
sently served by the two types of sanitation is given be-
1 ow:

Population Waterborne On-Site

1986 Sewerage Sanitation

Gaborone 96,000 50,000 45,000

Francistown 40,000 10,000 25,000

Lobatse 24,000 5,000 12,000

Selebi Phikwe 35,000 10,000 25,000

Jwaneng 9,000 3,000 6,000

Table 4.1, Present Sanitation Services in Urban Towns.

(Source: Estimates based on data collected by MLGL)

.5
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(Back-log in sanitation coverage appears to exist for
Francistown and Lobatse)

Design and construction of the facilities are generally
carried out under supervision of MLGL, and handed over to
the Town Councils for 0&M after commissioning.

Each of the Town Councils have a section under their Town
Engineer being responsible for O&M of the sewerage and
sanitation schemes. The staffing levels are as follows:

No. of super- No. of Industrial Ratio staff:

visory staff Class Staff no. served

Gaborone 7 90 1: 980

Francistown 1 18 1: 1,840

Lobatse 1 14 1: 1,130

Selebi Phikwe 5 20 1: 1,400

Jwaneng 1 21 1: 410

Table 4.2, Town Council Staff for Sanitation

(Source: Data collected by MLGL)

The number of supervisory staff is strikingly low (except
for Selebi Phikwe), whereas numbers of industrial class
staff seem reasonable for all but Jwaneng where the number
seems too high.

The tasks comprise of pit/septic tank emptying with vacuum
trucks and O&M of pipelines, pumping stations, treatment
works, etc. Typical staffing levels are to be analyzed and
applied to estimate future manpower requirements, ref.
chapter 13.

4.3 DISTRICT COUNCILS

Except for waterborne sewerage serving institutions
(schools, hospitals, prisons, etc.) built by the govern-
ment, sanitation In the districts is restricted to on-site
disposal.

The institutional schemes which number about 50 throughout
Botswana, mainly located within major villages, are poorly
maintained and often identified as a cause of health
hazards or water pollution. Building Department of MWC is
responsible for ttieir construction and maintenance.
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Studies have shown that sanitation coverage in major vil-
lages is low, typically ranging about 30 — 40%. In minor
villages/rural areas the coverage is even lower (virtually
down to 0%), pointing at the lack of a “sanitation culture”
in Botswana.

Most of the existing latrines within the districts are non—
emptiable (i.e. unlined pits with relatively dry contents)
thus also reducing the present ne5~d for councils to operate
vacuum tankers. This potential saving may, however, be
offset by higher water development costs if groundwater
pollution is caused.

Councils being autonomous bodies do not have a standardized
organization chart. Most of them have, however, a works
department, a water supply unit and a department for health
and sanitation (including refuse collection as a major
task). To indicate the order of magnitude of councils’
staffing strength in fields related to sanitation, the fol-
lowing figures are quoted from ref. 6 (establishments in
all nine District Councils combined):

— Senior Admin. , Planning, Finance : 257 posts
— Senior Works and Technical : 117
— Technical and Artisan : 224
— Health and Sanitation Technicians : 114
— Health, Sanitation and Abattoir Workers: 538
— Water Artisans, mci. Pumpers : 784

Table 4.3, District Council Staff Related to Sanitation

In all categories except for the latter two which are indu-
strial class, the rate of vacancy is consistently at about
25%.

Generally the District Council staffing has increased con-
siderably over the last few years. According to ref. 6 the
growth has been 155% since 1978. This growth has been sup-
ported with various training programmes for the qualified/
skilled staff categories.

4.4 SANITATION SECTOR INVESTMENTS

Investments in sanitation are allocated through the MLGL
and appear in this Ministry’s capital expenditure budget in
NDP VI. The total list of so—called LG—projects with a
sanitation component is reproduced in Appendix 2.

The total allocation for the sector is P41 mill, for the
period 1985/86 - 1990/91. In addition project agreements
have been concluded with donors for an additional P6 mill.
for sanitation components under other ministries’ votes,
thus raising the total to P47 mill. The effect of ministe-
rial budget ceilings on these increases is not known.

The investments can be grouped under headings relating them
to urban, rural and general projects respectively.

— S
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Per Year (avg) NDP VI period

— Urban P 4.4 mill. P 26.19 mill.

— Rural, mci. major villages P 2.1 mill. P 12.51 mill.

— General expenditure P 1.4 miii. P 8.62 miii.

Totals P 7.9 mill. P 47.32 mill.

Table 4.4, Scheduled Sanitation Investments

Investments in urban sanitation is more than twice the in-
vestment level for rural (md. major villages). Most of
the general expenditure goes towards upgrading of toilet
facilities for primary schools throughout the country.

When comparing investments in the urban and rural sanita-
tion sectors, it must be observed that only about 1/5 of
Botswana’s population are urban dwellers. Moreover, the
coverage is already very high as commented upon above
whereas a substantial back—log exists in major villages!
rural areas.

4.5 DONORASSISTANCE

A schedule of donor assistance to projects/programmes with
relevance to sanitation has been included as Appendix 3.
It has been extracted from UNDP’s 1985 review, ref. 7. Two
recently negotiated agreements with KFW of Germany and SIDA
of Sweden have been added.

The major observation to be made is that donor assistance
to specific sanitation programmes is virtually negligible.
However, money for sanitation, in particular urban, is made
available from donors and other financing agencies as part
of integrated urban development or housing programmes.

The significant donor assistance towards specific sanita-
tion activities comprise of:

— Public Health Engineer for MLGL, by UNDP/IBRD. Including
funds for fellowships, etc. USD 536,000 (1980-88).

— Rural Sanitation, by UNICEF/Netherlands. Ongoing Self—
Help Environmental Sanitation Project for construction of
VIP latrines in Kweneng, Kgatleng, Southern and Central
Districts. USD 580,000 (1984-88).

A contribution of P28 mill, from KFW of Germany for major
village water supply has been granted on the condition that
20%, or P5.6 miii., is spent on improvement of sanitation.
KFW has further stated intentions to proceed with a second
phase of this programme which has not yet started.
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The above described situation is unusual. In particular
after the onset of the International Drinking Water Supply
and Sanitation Decade (IDWSSD) most countries have several
donor assisted sanitation programmes and also several com-
bined water supply programmes with a specified sanitation
compound.

4.6 STATUS OF SANITATION SECTOR

4.6.1 Planning

Systematic assessment of needs and allocation of resources
for sanitations is not undertaken in Botswana at present.
No ministry is assigned this responsibility although MLGL
is closest through its role as a parent ministry for local
authorities.

MOH and MMRWAmay come into the picture based on their re-
sponsibilities for public health and water resources re-
specti vely.

The lack of consistent overall planning reflects the lack
of recognition of the sanitation sector in Botswana. The
subsequent sections 4.6.2 — 5 illustrates various aspects
of shortcomings in sector planning.

4.6.2 Urban Development

Urban development including provision of infrastructure has
been a well organized process given resources to match the
rapidly growing needs. Provision of sanitation facilities
(waterborne sewerage and low-cost sanitation) has been made
as part of housing/urban development programmes and the
back—log in physical terms is very small. The implication
in longer term (maintenance, rehabilitation, augmentation,
manpower, equipment, etc.) have, however, not been looked
into in a systematic fashion.

4.6.3 Allocation of Investments

The financial resources spent on sanitation are channelled
with about 2/3 to the urban sector, ref. the schedule of
investments during NDP VI. Considering that only about 1/5
of Botswana’s population currently lives in the major
towns, this bias can be questioned. The absence of plan-
ning information makes it difficult to assess what the cor-
rect distribution would be.

4.6.4 Sanitation Back-log

Whereas the (major) urban sector is taken well care of,
there must exist a considerable back—log in the provision
of improved sanitation for major and minor villages and for
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rural areas. Studies carried out seem to suggest that only
1/3 of households even in relatively well developed major
villages enjoy improved sanitation. The public health and
pollutional implications of this situation have not been
systematically assessed.

4.6.5 PolIcies and Strategies

Due to the implied high level of ambition, Botswana decided
to maintain a reluctant approach in respect of the sanita-
tion component of the International Drinking Water Supply
and Sanitation Decade (IDWSSD). The information exchange
system set up under IDWSSD has helped many countries in
developing their first set of planning data for the sanita-
tion sector. As stated already, Botswana has not developed
policies and strategies for sanitation, thus leaving the
ongoing sector activities without guidance and yardsticks.

4.7 CHALLENGES FOR SANITATION SECTOR ADMINISTRATION

Judging from the present sector status the following points
would seem to be among the major challenges for a future
sector administration:

— obtain recognition of the sanitation sector,

— develop sector policy and strategies compatible with na-
tional development policies,

— establish a system for national and decentralized sanita-
tion planning,

— prepare realistic programmes for adequate coverage of im-
proved sanitation,

— prepare plans for consolidating the high level of cover-
age in major urban towns,

— develop the required organizational structures for exte~—
sion of sanitation services to new groups.
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5. EXISTING SECTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

The responsibilities and roles of the various authorities
involved in the sanitation sector are set out below. The
information is mostly factual, but also assessments are
made where it is found appropriate.

5.1 MINISTRY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTAND LANDS (MLGL)

5.1.1 Headquarters

- Overall responsibility for local authorities, i.e. town
and district councils.

- Providing finances for council projects, notably sanita—
ti on/sewerage.

— Providing technical assistance to councils: Technical
Unit in charge of design and construction of sanitation,
sewerage and general engineering advice.

— Various planning and monitoring tasks in respect of local
authorities, but not specifically for sanitation.

5.1.2 Department of Town and Regional Planning (DTRP)

— Preparing development plans, including infrastructure re—
qui rements.

- Powers to lay down requirements in respect of i.a sanita-
tion within planning areas, and to enforce these as con-
dition for issuance of planning permits (ref. also role
of Town and Country Planning Board).

5.1.3 Department of Local Government Audit

— Auditing of all councils’ accounts, including revenue/
expenditure relevant to sanitation.

5.1.4 Department of Unified Local Government Service (ULGS)

- Recruitment of staff for councils; previously professio-
nal/sub—professional staff, but recently also Industrial
Class staff.

— Deployment of staff, institutional training (scholar-
ships) and in-service training; little or no training of
particular relevance to sanitation.

t
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5.1.5 Town Councils

- Statutory responsibility for provision of sanitation ser-
vices.

- Town Engineer’s Department with specific unit for sewer-
age and sanitation.

— All new installations provided by MLGL and taken over for
operation and maintenance by Town Council.

- The costs of new construction are covered by MLGL as a
loan to the Council.

- O&M costs are the responsibility of the Council.

- Revenue to meet cost recovery requirements arises from
service charge on plots.

- Running of primary health care services is1 administered
by the Council.

5.1.6 DistrIct Councils

- Statutory responsibility for provision of sanitation ser-
vi cc s.

- Each District Council has a unit dealing with l.a usani_
tattOn”, which incorporates also refuse collection.

- Weak legal basis for raising revenue, thus relying on
Hdeficlt grants” from MLGL.

— Substantial growth has occurred in council capacity and
capability over the last 10 years.

— Regional health teams for primary health care (which in-
cluoes sanitation) recently transferred to district coun-
cils.

5.2 MINISTRY OF MINERAL RESOURCESAND WATERAFFAIRS (MMRWA)

5.2.1 Headquarters

— Planning and administrative duties which Indirectly re-

late to sanitation (ref. OWA and WAB).

5.2.2 Department of Water Affairs (DWA)

- Technical arm of MRWAand secretariate funtion to WAB.

— Pollution control specific area of responsibility, placed
within DWA’s O&M Division; advising WAB through Director/
DWA. ~
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— Assigned responsibility for design and construction of
sewerage in the Districts (ref. decision by MFDP in
1980); never assumed due to non—approval of pre—requisite
staff increases.

5.2.3 Department of Geological Survey (~GS)

— Specific responsibility for control and advice concerning
groundwater pollution.

— Permanent membership on WAB.

5.2.4 Water Apportionment Board (WAB)

— Statutory responsibility for granting of water rights and
to ensure protection against pollution of water resources.

— Potential powers to enforce pollution control has not
been fully utilized.

5.3 MINISTRY OF WORKSAND COMMUNICATIONS(MWC)

Buildings Department

— On behalf of MWC responsible for design, construction and
maintenance of all government buildings/institutions,
md. provision of necessary infrastructure.

— Buildings Department operates and maintains a number of
small sewerage projects for government schools, hospitals,
prisons, etc.

— The maintenance service is based on maintenance depots
spread throughout Botswana.

5.4 MINISTRY OF HEALTH (MOH)

— MOH has statutory responsibility for enforcement of the
Public Health Act.

— Health Officers are empowered to inspect all premises,
both public and private, to ensure that basic sanitary
requirements are complied with.

— MOH is in overall charge of health services although Re-
gional Health Teams providing primary health care are now
functionally under the Local Authorities.

— Responsible for training of Health Assistants and other
cadres required for primary health care, md. on—site
sani tation development.
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— Overviewing and compiling statistics of public health
status which would form part of sanitation planning data.

— Statutory responsibility for the hygienic requirements of
water supplies, although DWA is in practice carrying out
sampling and analyses.

5.5 MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENTPLANNING (MFDP)

— Responsible for overall national planning.

- Assessing presented sanitation requirements within frame-

work of agreed national policies.

5.6 MINISTRY OF EDUCATION (MOE)

— Responsible for technical education, both at professional
and sub—professional levels.

— Both University of Botswana and Botswana Polytechnic fall
under MOE’s portefolio.

5.7 MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND HOME AFFAIRS

Department of Labour

— With the assistance of a National Board of Apprenticeship
and Industrial Training responsible for maintaining the
trade testing system (apprenticeable and designated
trades).

- Relevant designated trades of direct relevance to sanita-
tion/sewerage include bricklayer/blocklayer/plasterer and
plumber/pipe fitter.

5.8 COORDINATION BETWEENMINISTRIES

An Interministerial Water and Sanitation Committee has been
in existence since 1981. It Is according to its TOR non
executive and has no powers to direct a ministry to take
any course of action. MLGL, MMRWA, DWA, MFDP, MWC, MOA and
MOH are the permanent members. The Committee ceased to
meet in 1983 and is thus dormant.

For specific projects (e.g. design of new treatment plants,
sewerage feasibility studies, etc.) interministerial refer-
ence groups are established on an ad hoc basis. The pur-
pose is to ensure that all relevant aspects are addressed
and that the assigned consultants are given appropriate
gui dance.
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In terms of coordination it is relevant to point out the
advantage of Botswana’s small and efficient civil service.
Most senior officers working in related fields know each
other personally and ad hoc coordination as well as infor-
mal consultations are thereby eased. As the Sanitation
Sector grows such informal coordination will inevitably be-
come inadequate.

5.9 LEGISLATION GOVERNINGSANITATION

For further details reference is made to the actual text of
the respective Acts. Briefly the legal basis for sanita-
tion undertakings is as follows:

— The Water Act empowers the Water Apportionment Board to
grant water rights, and through this process to lay down
conditions with regard to discharge of effluent.

— In vague terms the Water Act states that pollution of any
body of water is prohibited.

— The Public Health Act empowers designated Health Officers
to inspect premises and to take legal action against any-
one “causing a nuisance”, referring speci fically to sani-
tary housing conditions.

— A specific Public Sewers Regulation under the Township
Act empowers the Town Councils to demand that plot
owners, subject to specified conditions, connect to
public sewers.

— The Town and Country Planning Act requires that provision
and siting of i.a. sanitation is determined in develop-
ment plans. The Act facilitates prohibiting, regulating
and controlling disposal of sewage as well as other
wastes.

The legislation governing water resources and environmental
protection has been discussed in a UNDP study on environ-
mental issues (ref. 8) and in a SIDA/FAO report to GOB
(ref. 1). Specific proposals contained in the latter is
currently being considered for inclusion in new regulations
under the present Water Act.

Although sector management proposals may require changes in
the statutory responsibilities set out in the various Acts,
the current legislation is not a major obstacle to enforce-
ment of a sound sanitation policy.

It would, however, be desireable to lay down more precise
and objective criteria to guide the judgement of the compe-
tent authorities. Presumably this can be done in regula-
tions under the current acts, at least until such time as a
more thorough review is required (ref. e.g. implications of
Water Sector Administration Study).
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5.10 SUMMARYON RESPONSIBILITIES AND ROLES

It Is the Local Authorities which have the statutory re-
sponsibility for sanitation at present, with their parent
ministry MLGL being partly the source of finance and partly
providing technical back stopping. MMRWA(with DWA and
WAB) and MOH have statutory responsibilities which poten-
tially are important to the sanitation sector.

The systematic coordination and exchange of information be-
tween the various agencies are lacking. The potential
strength of properly pooled resources which could be avail-
able for the sector has not been fully realized.

6. TASKS FOR SANITATION SECTOR ADMINISTRATION

The specific sanitation sector tasks are summarized below.
These are to comply with government procedures regarding
overall planning for allocation of financial and manpower
resources. Furthermore, the sector will require general
administrative support services (e.g. accounting, office
and stores management, personnel administration, etc.).

6.1 SECTOR PLANNING

The major planning tasks comprise:

- Needs assessment
— Procedures, guidelines and criteria
— Interministerial coordination
— Legislation and enforcement
— Forward planning and overview
— Budgeting and financial monitoring
— Project assessment and evaluation
— Monitoring and evaluation

These functions can be grouped into three main areas, name-
ly:

— Sector guidance
— Financial planning
— Technical overview

6.2 PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

The major implementation tasks comprise:

— Project planning and feasibility studies

— Preliminary designs and project plans
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— Urban sanitation development (design, tendering, con-
struction, supervi sion, commi ssioning)

— Rural sanitation development (promotion, material supply,
training, supervi sion/construction, community education)

— Technical standardization

These functions can be grouped into two distinctly differ-
ent areas, namely:

— Urban projects
— Rural projects

Although identical technical expertise may be required for
certain tasks pertaining to project preparation and techni-
cal specifications, the implementation approach will be
entirely different.

6.3 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (O&M)

The main tasks required to ensure adequate O&M services
compri se:

— O&M systems planning
— Design review and O&M advice
— Monitoring, performance assessment and feed—back
— Central O&M support service
— Sanitation inspectorate and pollution control

Decentralized executive O&M organization

These functions can be grouped according to their location:

— Central O&M services
— Urban O&M organization
— Rural O&M organization

The rural O&M organization will mainly deal with continuing
community training, etc. for up—keep of on—site installa-
tions. Consideration must also be given to conventional
sewerage serving institutions.

6.4 SECTOR SUPPORT SERVICES

The Sanitation Sector will require supporting services for
undertaking of specific tasks such as:

— Staff development, mci. training

— Information dissemination (within sector organization,
cross—ministerial, to extension staff and local communi-
ties)

— Procurement, manufacturing and supply

- Research and technology development
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These functions belong under two groups, namely:

— Administrative services (which indeed also entails
further general services)

— Technical services (to be limited as appropriate to plan-
ning, implementation and 0&M expertise)

6.5 TASKS PRESENTLY PERFORMED

For further identification of gaps, overlaps and possible
duplication of efforts in the performance of sector tasks a
matrix has been developed, ref. Table 6.1.

It sets out the above conceptualized tasks against the
existing major sector agencies. Ministries such as MFDP,
MOE, etc. provide relevant services without having execu-
tive sector responsibilities and are therefore not included
in the matrix.

The task/agency matrix is an attempt to give an overview of
priority/lack of priority placed on the respective tasks by
the various agencies involved in the sanitation sector.
Statutory and/or recognized responsibilities (as it is felt
they are viewed by the agencies) have also been indicated.
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O - Statutory and/or recognized responsibility
+ - Priority task for agency
- - Low priority task
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Table 6.1, TASK/AGENCYMATRIX
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The following can be observed from the matrix:

6.5.1 Regarding Sector Planning

— MOH has a public health responsibility, but few means to
do more than placing documentation before other mini-
stries, in particular MLGL.

— The only planning function undertaken with some strength
by MLGL is the budgeting and cost follow-up within the
frame-work of NDP and annual budgets.

- MMRWA is in the process of proposing new regulations
under the Water Act. This will i.a strengthen WAB’s and
thereby also DWA’s role in pollution control.

6.5.2 Regarding Project Implementation

- Day to day work concerning implementation of approved
projects appears to be the main priority within MLGL.

- Implementation of rural projects is a priority for Di-
strict Councils — to the extent that such projects exist
at all.

- Technical standardization which would ease both O&M and
future planning/design work is left virtually unattended.

— MWC/Buiidings Department is active within their own limi-
ted mandate, but receive little guidance from the prime
sector agencies.

6.5.3 Regarding O&M

- The only substantial efforts are put in by the Town Coun-
cils, and to a much lesser degree by District Councils.

- In practice there is nowhere the councils can turn to get
technical advice in O&M matters.

- An independent inspectorate which could police the proper
running of sector facilities is not systematized. DWA
acts mainly ad hoc in emergencies.

- The councils are almost self reliant in O&M matters, ex-
cept the financial/manpower support they receive from
MLGL.

6.5.4 Regarding Support Services

- The potential for developing adequate manpower for the
sector, in particular at sub—professional level and be-
low, seems promising provided the Sanitation Sector be
recognized.
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— Other support services are lagging behind as a result of
the Sector’s low general priority. The machinery for
procurement and supply does, however, exist as a service
to other sectors (e.g. water supply, health, etc.).

6.5.5 Conclusions on Tasks Performed

The sector problems have not yet reached proportions which
would make it difficult to catch up within a relatively
short time. The main areas of improvement would be:

- Provide for more comprehensive planning to address future
sanitation requirements.

- Develop machinery for better coordination, in particular
pooling of resources which are already available within
government.

— Draw up realistic plans for organization of urban sanita-
tion to maintain the present high level of coverage.

- Develop the organizational structure required to address
sanitation problems in the Districts.

- Provide a system for back-up services to the decentra-
lized O&M organizations.

- Develop sector support services consistent with projected
needs of the Sanitation Sector.

- Draw up short term action plan to rectify most urgent
health hazard/water pollution problems.
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7. PROJECTIONS FOR FUTURE SANITATION SECTOR

7.1 GENERAL

Projections for the future growth of the Sanitation Sector
in Botswana must be made without specific sector policy,
defined strategies and implementation targets. As already
stated, no overall sector dev~lopment plan exists, thus
making it difficult to prepare sub~plans for the Sector.

The Sector Administration will depend on:

— development programme to be undertaken
— actual installations to be operated and maintained

In order to establish orders of magnitude projections have
been set out for present urban towns, larger major villages
and rural areas in the following. As the service level
provided for low—cost housing is presently being discussed
(in the context of physical planning and housing policy), a
high projection has been included for illustration pur-
poses. This high projection is shown for year 2001 both
for urban towns and for major villages due to be upgraded
before 1991.

7.2 PRESENT URBAN TOWNS

7.2.1 Projections Based on Current Service Level

It Is assumed that 65% of urban dwellers will rely on on-
site low-cost sanitation in the future and 35% be connected
to waterborne sewerage. Combining this conservative
assumption (exception made for Gaborone) with population
projections the following number of served people are
estimated:

1991 2001
Latrine Sewerage Latrine Sewerage

Gaborone *) 70,000 70,000 120,000 130,000

Francistown 40,000 20,000 60,000 40,000

Lobatse 20,000 10,000 25,000 15,000

Selebi Phikwe 35,000 20,000 60,000 30,000

Jwaneng 10,000 5,000 25,000 10,000

*) Figures for Gaborone adjusted as higher proportion of
sewerage apply.

Table 7.1, PopulatIon Served by Latrine/Sewerage in Present
Towns.
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Comparing with present service levels (ref. Sect. 4.2), it
can be noted that in 15 years time both Francistown and
Selebi Phikwe are going to approach the present size of
Gaborone in terms of work load on the Town Councils’ sewer-
age departments.

7.2.2 HIgh Projections

A discussion has been initiated with regard to appropriate
service level in urban towns. Some claim that the present
low cost sanitation services will cause hygienic and pollu-
tional problems in the future if upgrading or redevelopment
are going to take place. Provided the necessary policy
decisions are made the number of people served by sewerage
might increase well above the figures set out in Sect.
7.2.1.

A possible scenario for year 2001 could be a distribution
of 20% utilizing latrines and 80% utilizing sewerage. The
corresponding numbers of people served are:

Year 2001

Latrine Sewerage

Gaborone 50,000 200,000

Francistown 20,000 80,000

Lobatse 8,000 32,000

Selebi Phikwe 18,000 72,000

Jwaneng 7,000 28,000

Table 7.2, Sanitation Services in Towns — High Projections

for Year 2001

7.3 MAJOR VILLAGES BECOMINGTOWNS BEFORE 1991

7.3.1 Conservative Projections

Applying present criteria for upgrading to town status, it
is estimated that 10 out of the major villages will have
town status before 1991.

For estimates of future sanitation status it has been as-
surned that:

- improved sanitation coverage will be 50% by 1991 (of
which up to 20% could be waterborne, mci. septic tanks).
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— improved sanitation coverage by 2001 will be 90%, split—
ted with 65% latrines and 35% waterborne sewerage.

The order of magnitude of required sanitation sector under-
takings can be assumed on the basis of the below estimate.

1991 20 01
Latrine Seweraqe**) Latrine Sewerage

Serowe 20,000 5,000 45,000 25,000

Mahalapye 15,000 5,000 40,000 20,000

Molepolole 13,000 4,000 35,000 20,000

Kanye 14,000 4,000 35,000 20,000

Mochudi 12,000 3,000 30,000 17,000

Maun 10,000 2,000 25,000 13,000

Palapye 8,000 2,000 20,000 11,000

Ramotswa*) 12,000 3,000 21,000 12,000

Tlokweng 6,000 1,000 13,000 7,000

Mogoditshane 3,000 6,000 3,000

*) Assumed coverage 1991: 70%, of which 20% sewerage,
implying accellerated development due to specific
groundwater pollution problems

**) Mostly by septic tanks

Table 7.3, Population served by Latrines/Sewerage in New
Towns (Upgraded Major Villages).

It can be observed that by year 2001 as many as seven of
these villages will have sanitary installations of the same
or larger magnitude as in Francistown/Selebi Phikwe today.

7.3.2 High Projections

A change in policy governing sanitation development is
likely to affect the future implementation of facilities in
major villages as well. Considering the rural nature of
these villages it is likely that at least 10% will remain
unserved by year 2001. If, however, development of impro-
ved sanitation, and in particular water—borne sewerage, is
assigned higher priority in the future, the situation in
year 2001 may become different from the projections given
in Sect. 7.3.1.

Assuming 90% improved sanitation coverage in 1991 with
equal numbers of people being served by latrines and water—
borne sewerage, the following projections apply:
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Year 2001

Latrine Sewerage

Serowe 35,000 35,000

Makeiapye 30,000 30,000

Molepolole 27,000 27,000

Kanye 27,000 27,000

Mochudi 23,000 23,000

Maun 19,000 19,000

Palapye 15,000 15,000

Ramotswa 16,000 16,000

Tlokweng 10,000 10,000

Mogoditshane 4,000 4,000

Table 7.4, Sanitation Services in Major Villages - High

Projections for Year 2001

7.4 RURAL AREAS

Rural areas are here deemed to Include all people who will
not be living in present towns or in major villages which
are to be upgraded to urban status before 1991. The popu-
lation of these areas will be distributed among the various
districts as follows (ref. 2 and ref. 3 combined):
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Rural Population

District 1986 1991 2001

Central 287,000 301,000 327,000

Southern 109,000 119,000 141,000

South East 12,000 14,000 23,000

Kweneng 108,000 126,000 167,000

KgaUeng 26,000 25,000 17,000

North East 42,000 48,000 64,000

North West*) 67,000 71,000 77,000

Ghanzi 22,000 26,000 37,000

Kgalagadi 28,000 34,000 49,000

Total 701,000 764,000 902,000

*) Two districts (Ngamiland and Chobe) combined as they
have a joint District Council.

Table 7.5, Estimated Rural Population.

The overwhelming part of the rural population will be loca-
ted in three districts, namely Central, Southern and Kwen-
eng. It is observed that the clusters of rural population
generally coincides with the 1o~&tion of future towns, and
that this concentration will be evem more pronounced in the
future as towns/larger villages are likely to grow at the
highest rates.

A growing coverage of sanitation can be expected also in
these areas, and a modest target would be 50% by 2001.
This would imply that covera~e in (remaining) major and
minor villages at this time has approached 80 - 90%. Al-
though rural sanitation will largely remain a responsibili-
ty of the individual household, the relevant authori ties
will be required to assist in ternis of promotional activi-
ties, materials supply and presumably credit facllities/
subsi dies.

U
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8. OPTIONS FOR SECTOR ADMINISTRATION

8.1 BASIS FOR PROPOSALS

Proposed structures for Sanitation Sector administration
must be compared with the

— Sanitation Sector Objectives

— National system for planning, implementation and mainten-
ance of public services

— Magnitude of tasks to be undertaken in the future

Any sector administration must be suited to cost-effective
discharge of the services under its responsibility. The
existing structures will be taken as a starting point for a
planned transition towards a possible alternative organiza-
tion. Furthermore, the current shortcomings must be ad-
dressed as a first priority.

There is also a need to identify the lead agency - the
Ministry to be charged not only with the responsibility to
coordinate sector participants, but also with the powers to
do so.

8.2 LINKAGES TO THE WATER SECTOR

The need for coordination with the Water Sector must be
kept in mind throughout this chapter.

This need is self-explanatory as regards waterborne sewer-
age. For on-site, low cost sanitation the coordination
need is not so obvious. However, one aspect of interface
remains clear; -where water Is particularly scarce or cost-
ly the low cost solution offers water saving advantages of
considerable magnitude.

The nature of maintenance of water supplies and sanitation
installations Is similar. An organization set up to ope-
rate and maintain water supplies, be it urban or rural,
will require mostly the same expertise and kind of equip-
ment for execution of sanitation services (although vacuum
tankers for emptying, etc. are sanitation specific require-
ments).

The main coordination ai~d linkage requirements between the
water supply and sanitation subsectors are summarized be-
1 ow.

* Re. conventional water-borne sewerage

- Most of supplied water returned to the sewers (claimed to
be only 50% in Gaborone)
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— Joint administrative services (e.g. billing) would be

cost effective

— Full coordination of design/construction desirable

— Similar engineering skills required (ref. training)

— Nature of 0&M undertakings is sii~iilar (technical, manage-

rial, routine/periodic/rehabilitation schedules, etc.)

* Re. water supply service level

- Determines available options for sanitation

- Implications of future upgrading/increased density on
sanitation requi rements

- Sanitation may prove to be critical at specific threshold
level (density/water supply/site conditions)

* Re. pollutional aspects

- Independent pollution control authority with powers to
enforce legislation is desirable

- Soakage and infiltration problems must be identified; pit
latrines, french drains, sewers, ponds, irrigation
fields, etc.

— Waste water composition sets limits for available dispo-
sal/reuse options

- Localization and siting of waste water facilities must be
planned; groundwater, water use/development, flooding

* Re. water conservation

- Waste water reuse options must be identified

- Water saving sanitary installations can be promoted or

enforced

8.3 THE COUNCIL OPTION (ALT. A)

The Local Authorities may continue to have the statutory
responsibility for sanitation. In line with GOB policy and
observed trends the full responsibility for sanitation of
any kind should be devolved to the Town and District Coun-
cils respectively.

The Councils will continue to develop their units dealing
with sanitation (sewerage) assisted by MLGL. MLGL will
thereby become (or continue to be) the umbrella ministry
with overall responsibility for sanitation. The functions
not being attended to at present must be developed soonest.
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As an alternative arrangement MLGL may delegate responsibi-
lity for certain aspects (notably technical services) to a
ministry/department with relevant competence and mode of
operation (i.e. MMRWA/DWA).

With continued growth of urban towns, major villages and
minor villages as well, there is no doubt that Co~nclls
will become increasingly important. In the long term, say
10 - 15 years ahead, it can be expected that Local Authori-
ties are in a position to discharge most of the services
with little direct involvement (except financial) of the
central government.

In the short term, and for a period as long as necessary,
MLGL should provide the required supporting services to the
Local Authorities. These services may be organized direct-
ly by MLGL or be “sub contracted” to another ministry on
agent basis.

This option will be further favoured if a better system for
raising Council revenue, in particular in Districts and/or
major villages, is introduced. The prospects of achieving
self financing sanitation systems, at least of the O&M
costs, would thereby improve.

8.4 THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENTOPTION

The overall and executive responsibility for sanitation
could be given to one Ministry by transferring the statu-
tory responsibility from Councils to this Ministry. All
stages of sanitation development would in this case come
under the ministerial portefolio. The services would be
discharged to individual users against charges to be deter-
mined.

In practical terms the services would be operated by a
departme~it under the ministry in charge, much similar to
DWA’s present role in major village water supply. This
Department could be either a new one or an existing one,
appropriately strengthened. The Local Authorities would
have to exercise their influence through the development
planning system and partly through the public health in—
spectorate.

The major decision would be to decide whether the respons-
ible Ministry should be MMRWAor MLGL. In terms of avail-
able Ministerial capacity, competence and infrastructure,
MMRWA through DWA would be best placed to take over the
operational duties. OWA would require some reinforcement
(partly transferred from MLGL and the councils) in terms
staff dealing with technical aspects of sanitation/sewer—
age. In such a set—up the function of MLGL would be that
of overall responsibility for Local Authorities’ planning.
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The experience from other African countries, existing
trends of thoughts in the organizational field as well as
prevailing political views on the centralization/decentra-
lization issue reduce, however, this option to a theoreti-
cal possibility only. This alternative will therefore not
be further elaborated upon.

8.5 THE PARASTATAL OPTION (ALT. B)

This option would have the Water Utilities Corporation
(WUC) as a model; a self financing parastatal agency under
the responsible ministry (in that case MMRWA). A similar
option has been proposed (Botswana Water Corporation - BWC)
to serve the entire public water supply sector.

The corporation would have to fall under the ministry which
is assigned responsibility for Sanitation Sector planning.
For this task there are two conceivable alternatives; MLGL
and MMRWA. The former would facilitate the closest links to
Local Authorities whereas the latter would provide for
close coordination with the Water Sector.

The corporation could be envisaged to have alternative man-

dates, e.g.:

i) Waterborne conventional sewerage in major towns

ii) All sanitation/sewerage in major towns (corresponding
to present WUC) -

iii) Responsibilities similar to i) or alternatively ii),
but to include also all major villages

iv) All sanitation/sewerage in Botswana

It is in principle alternative iv) which corresponds with
the proposed BWC (draft phase 1 report, ref. 3).

A corporation will entail a verti cal structure being direc-
ted by decisions taken by its Chief Executive (or its
Board). Even with a regional izati on of the organizational
structure, the line of command and accountability require-
ments will imply a centralized nature of decision making.
Moreover, mechanisms for provision of subsidised services
must be worked out if this is necessary for the corporation
to fulfil its mandate.

A corporation being requi red to operate on a self financing
basis will have to be production oriented. However, a mo-
nopoly position where the consumers/beneficiaries in prin-
ciple have to meet the entire costs of operation (as for
WUC) does not necessarily ensure cost effective provision
of services.
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8.6 ZERO OPTION

Before the different improvement alternatives are scruti-
nized it might be worthwhile considering to which extent
the existing system could be streamlined and made to work
better, basically through a redeployment of existing re-
sources, improved routines and procedures, etc. The mini-
mal staff of technical expertise available makes any im-
provement most difficult, but the combination of procedural
adjustments, access to limited but crucial consultancy
services and closer cooperation with e.g. DWA could yield
some positive results that are further explained below:

a) Town and Country Planning Board

New routines should be introduced whereby the Town and
Country Planning Board requires that plans and designs
for new sewerage facilities are submitted to MLGL for
approval. The existing sanitary staff at MLGL would be
in a position to scrutinize such schemes without unduly
delaying the start of the actual construction.

b) Preparation of a National Water and Sanitation Plan

There are advanced plans for the preparation of a Na-
tional Water Master Plan at the MMRWA/DWA. The Consul-
tant has been made to understand that DWA would not ob-
ject to expanding the TOR for the national water plan
to include sanitation as well. Such a joint planning
exercise covering both the water and sanitation fields
would go a long way towards creating a more stable
basis for the long term work in the sanitation field.
Sanitation Sector policy, implementation strategy, de-
velopment plan and financial requirements would be the
major outputs of this planning exercise.

c) Sewerage Tariff Study

The situation with regard to a number of sanitation and
sewerage schemes is unclear or outright unsatisfactory
from a self financing point of view. A study covering
all financial aspects of sewerage and sanitation
schemes would provide much needed clarification in this
field. A Terms of Reference for such a study was pre-
pared by IBRD in October 1986. The Consultants feel
that the Terms of Reference provide a realistic basis
for a possible consultancy input in this field.

Further reference is made to Chapter 11 below on Coordina—
tion and Procedural Matters. If staff levels and admini-
strative capacities are too low, more comprehensive coordi-
nation procedures between the various sector agencies may
just create more frustrations among the involved actors.
Improvements within a Zero Option are unlikely to be achi-
eved due to capacity constraints, in particular at the
managerial/supervi sory levels.
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9. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF OPTIONS

9.1 ALTERNATIVES TO BE EVALUATED

A multitude of sub—alternatives can be proposed under the
two principal options specified above (Alt. A and B), the
most interesting ones have been identified for further eva—
1 uati on.

T~he alternatives with specific characteristics are as fol-
lows (ref. chart attached at end of Chapter 9).

9.1.1 Alt. A — Council Option

- Alt. A.1:

Town and District Councils fully responsible, and to be
supported for further development of capacity. MLGL in
overall charge (planning and necessary support to coun-
cils). Sanitation “Department” may be required within
MLGL in long term, but existing Technical Unit (strength-
ened) will suffice in short/medium term.

- Alt. A.2:

As above, but DWA acting as technical agent relieving
MLGL ~of support functions such as design, construction
and maintenance support (e.g. pit emptying services in
major villages). Overall planning responsibility to re-
main with MLGL, whereas MMRWAwill have technical sector
planning responsibility.

9.1.2 Alt. B — Parastatal Option

Wide range of options, mainly due to different characteris-
tics of urban and rural sanitation. In alternative B.1 the
overall responsibility rests with MLGL mci. being in
charge of the corporation.

Alternative B.2 envisages a situation where the sanitation
activities are merged with an already existing water corpo-
ration under the MMRWAportefolio. In this alternative all
rural sanitation is separated from the corporation (“rural”
covering also the least developed major villages). Respon-
sibility will be retained by MLGL/District Councils for
rural sanitation.

9.2 EVALUATION OF OPTIONS

The qualitative evaluation is done below by stating the
obvious merits/advantages and demerits/disadvantages of
each alternative. In addition relevant comments have been
made. The implications of the most attractive alternatives
have then been discussed and finally a recommendation made.
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9.2.1 Alt. 1, Council Option
fully responsible

with Town and District Councils

— Main reponsibility
placed

- Services to be solicited from
DWA of same nature as their
current capabilities

— No need for MLGL to develop
technical service functions

— Most advantages of alternative
A.1 are retained (e.g. de—
volvement policy, decentra-
lized planning, primary health
care, etc.)

— Demanding in terms of Inter—
ministerial coordination

— Certain cases will fall with-
in the “grey zone” where DWA
involvement would be uncer-
tain

— Funding of support services
may not be easy to resolve

Advantages Disadvantages

— Clear lines of responsibili— — MLGL not set up to provide
ties, command and communica— maintenance support services
tion

— Minimal changes from present — Possible need to develop a
formal system, ref. statutoty sanitation department in fu
responsibilities

— In line with policy of devest— — Difficult for central govern-
ing central government of re- ment to exercise control over
sponsibility for provision of expenditure/subsidy input
services

— In line with current trend of — Scheme of service for council
reinforcing capacity and capa— staff not attractive
bility of councils

— Closely linked to national — Weak linkage to water supply
planning system sector with need for Intermi-

nisterial coordination

— Responsive to political influ-
ence (elected council)

- Councils already in charge of
primary health care services;
essential in particular for
rural sanitation

9.2.2 Alt. A.2, Council Option with DWA as technical agent

Advantages Disadvantages

clearly — Difficult for MLGL/councils
to influence DWA priorities
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Advantages Disidvantagès

— Slight Improvement of present
linkages to water supply sec-
tor (although not formally due
to agent role of DWA)

— Increased difficulties of
central government’s control
over expenditure and subsidy

- Better
lution
sources

coordination with poi—
control and water re-
assessment

— Scheme of service for council
staff not attractive

9.2.3 Alt. B.1, Parastatal with
~onsible ministry)

country wide coverage (MLGL re-

Advantage s Disadvantages

— Advantages concerning MLGL as
responsible ministry same as
set out under Alt. A.1 (e.g.
clear lines of responsibili-
ties, close links to central
planning systems)

— Parastatal provides for lesser
bureaucracy and more flexible
terms of services

— Parastatal can potentially be
formed to discharge services
In cost efficient manner

- Provides for good control of
subsidy/cost recovery elements

— Possibility of direct financ-
Ing outside ordinary budgets

— Well suited to execute new
sewerage development

— Parastatal concept contrary
to policy of devolving re-
sponsibilities to Local Au—
thori ties

- Parastatal may be considered
alien at community level, in
particular in rural areas

— Unsuitable for promotional
tasks required for rural, and
to some extent (minor) urban
low-cost sanitation

— A separate sanitation corpo-
ration not likely to be vi-
able

— Lack of coordination
water supply sector

with

- Slow response to political
influence

— Radical change
responsibility

In statutory

- Entirely new system for per-
sonnel recruitment, training,
etc. to be set up
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9.2.4 Alt. B.2, Parastatal Option covering only waterborne sew-
erage -

Advantages D1sadvanta~ges

- Corporation to be assigned re-
sponsibility only in areas
where it can serve appropria-
tely

- Advantages of a corporation as
set out under Alt. B.1 (e.g.
cost efficient discharge of
services, minimized bureaucra-
cy, possibility of direct fi-
nancing, etc.)

- Complementary services requir-
ed for rural sanitation will
be available through the coun-
cils, but not necessarily for
urban sanitation

9.3 COMMENTSON ALTERNATIVES

- Responsibility for sanitation
divided between two mini-
stries

— Distinction between urban/ru-
ral (delineating corporation
responsibility) may become
matter of confusion

- Disadvantages concerning cor-
poration as set out under
Alt. B.1 will remain, but
they will be less severe
(e.g. organization unsuitable
for community level work,
contrary to policy of decen-
tralization/devolvement, ra-
dical changes in statutory
responsibilities, etc.)

- Two different schemes of ser-
vice within the same sector

Alt. A is a pragmatic way of keeping the changes in the
existing system down to a minimum, at the same time as it
complies with the policy of devolution. Alt. A.1 is basi-
cally a udo nothingu option from an organizational point of
view, but aims at strengthening the existing set -up with
necessary planning capacity, technical competence and mana-
gement structure. Alt. A.2 tries to merge the activities
in the water supply and sewerage fields which can be com-
bined in a logical and effective manner.

Alt. B provides a more centralized option which offers the
advantages of control and accountability to the Ministry in
charge. The drawback with the rigid, vertical administra-
tive structure is the poor links to the local communities.
This is particularly true for Alt. B.1 whilst in B.2 the
District Councils (including the smallest major villages)
retain their control and responsibility for rural sanita-
tion.
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Considering the Mgh initial costs and lack of flexibility
of Alt. B.1 it is decided to disregard this in the further
discussions. It is evident that a separate parastatal for
sanitation cannot be attractive neither economically nor
politically. The parastatal option can only be viable if
it can be considered in terms of marginally extending an
existing water supply parastatal.

An interesting possibility under the B schemes is the crea-
tion of a joint Water Supply and Sanitation Corporation
under the control of MLGL. MMRWAwould remain in charge of
water resources management, including pollution control,
but would not have any operational responsibilities. MOH
would establish standards and control developments in the
fields of environmental hygiene and health protection.
MLGL, through or on behalf of the councils, would shoulder
the overall responsibility for discharging the public ser-
vices according to priorities expressed through the natio-
nal planning system.

Ideally, a given size of the Sanitation Sector, including
existing and planned new developments, would determine the
size of the organization required to develop and run the
necessary facilities. However, the organization required
for adequate sector management will depend on, i.a:

- Degree of decentralization

- Skills of the manpower, in particular at decentralized
level s

- Extent to which combination with other services reduces
logistics requirements and/or allows for a combined uti-
lization of administrative support services

— Restrictions and limitations on sector activities set by
existing laws, by-laws and regulations

- Quality of planning and general management of lead agency

A systematic assessment of the different alternatives must
take the above mentioned factors into account together with
the effectiveness of the individual alternatives to meet
sector objectives.

9.4 IMPLICATIONS OF THE DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES

Each of the different alternatives will require resources
over and above what is provided through the respective
agencies dealing with the sanitation sector at present.
Among these requirements only the manpower implications are
discussed in any depth in this Report. The further detail-
ing, in particular for the recommended alternative should
be done in the proposed Water Supply and Sanitation Master
Plan.
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In spite of this shortcoming it is c~ sidered possible to
rank the different alternatives and make recommendations,
in particular for the short term improvements. For the
longer term organizational development will in any case
depend substantially on decisions for the water sector.

9.4.1 Alt. A.1

This alternative does not imply any changes in the organi-
zational set—up, but a number of functions within the
existing structure must be strengthened:

1) The planning function at MLGL must be strengthened.
This could be achieved through:

- the preparation of a National Sanitation Plan (pos-
sibly by consultants)

— attaching a Sanitation Engineer to planning func-
tions, at least on part time basis

ii) Town and District Councils must strengthen their
supervisory manpower and equipment set-up to be able
to handle adequately O&M activities. A total of
three sanitary technicians (for Kweneng, Central, and
South Eastern Districts) would be required for this
purpose.

iii) In order to fill the posts mentioned under ii) above,
recruitment and training programmes must be initiated.
Most of the necessary training on technician level
could be organized at Botswana Polytechnic or through
crash courses for already trained water supply tech-
nicians.

9.4.2 Alt. A.2

In this alternative the DWA of MMRWAtakes over the techni-
cal responsibility for the Sanitation Sector. This move
will have the following implications:

I) Existing sanitation/sewerage staff within MLGL to be
reoriented towards planning tasks (both over-all and
support to Council planning).

Ii) DWA (or alternatively the BWC) must be given additio-
nal staff to take charge of design and construction
activities (mainly supervision of consultants and con—

• tractors).

These requirements could be summarized as follows:

-& - One Sanitary Engineer
- Two Sanitary Technicians
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The Sanitary Engineer should have 5 - 8 years of water
supply and sanitation experience and may thus be dif-
ficult to recruit locally. The Sanitary Technicians
could be recruited from the ranks of Water Supply
Technicians who may be given a short crash—course in
Sanitation. Such a course could be organized through
Botswana Polytechnic.

iii) Manpower requirements at council level are identical
to those for alt. A.1 (see ii) and iii) above).

9.4.3 Alt. B.1

This alternative is no longer considered.

9.4.4 Alt. B.2

This alternative is based on the assumption that urban
sanitation activities can be assigned to an already exist-
ing water supply corporation (be it WUC or BWC). The costs
of such merger would basically consist of the marginal cost
of adding the sani tation expertise and capacity to an
existing set up. More specifically, this option requires
that:

I) Existing sanitation/sewerage staff within MLGL should
be reoriented towards planning tasks, in particular
for rural sanitation.

ii) MLGL must determine ways and means of providing rural
maintenance support to District Councils (notably
emptying of septic tanks and pit latrines)

iv) O&M staff to be transferred to the parastatal from
Town and (where appropriate) District Councils

lii) The tasks of technical planning, design, construction
and 0&M in the sanitation/sewerage field must be
transferred to the parastatal.

Furthermore, in order to fulfil these new tasks the
corporation would require:

— Amendments to existing legislation to facilitate
the establishment of the new structure

- Adequate recruitment and training programmes

- The development of a joint water supply and sewer-
age charging system, in particular billing and re-
venue collection

-~ - Policy ruling on government subsidies to rural
areas, if any
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In terms of manpower the merger would result in the
following addition of technical staff to deal with
urban sanitation within the parastatal:

Transfers New Recruitment Total
(from MLGL/
Councils)

Sanitary 1 2 3
Engi neers

Technicians 12 (approx.) 4 16

Labourers would also be required, ref. present council
staff levels.

In addition, certain adminitrative and supporting
functions of the parastatal will also have to be mar-
ginally reinforced in order to cope with the additio-
nal requirements of its new Sanitation Department,
e.g. training facilities, personnel administration,
transport management, accounting and billing services,
etc.

The utransfersl indicate the approximate number of
staff already within the present sanitation admini-
stration. A possible new parastatal would presumably
recruit In the open market, but hopefully attract the
qualified council staff becoming redundant after a
sector reorganization.





~J~1
A.2

Figure 9.1, Alternative Organizational Structures
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS

10.1 MAIN CONSIDERATIONS

In rectifying the present short—comings in the sanitation
field in general and sewage disposal systems in particu-
lar, there are a number of basic policy issues as well as
practical implications to consider:

i)~ The overall role and responsibilities of MLGL make
this ministry less well—placed to be technically re-
sponsible for the sanitation/sewerage field. A sub-
stantive ministry like the MRWAwould be a more na-
tural lead agency In this respect.

ii) The relative weak financial and administrative posi-
tion of the District Councils would make it neces-
sary for MLGL to retain certain planning and admini-
strative sector support functions (at least for the

• time being) even if the technical responsibility is
moved to another ministry.

iii) Water supply and sanitation/sewerage are two activi-
ties which to their nature are best handled at local
level, preferably by administrations responsible to
locally elected bodies.

iv) Technical know—how, administrative capacity and ade-
quate financial resources which are not available at
council level throughout Botswana. The political
intentions and long term development trends are,
however, favouring stronger and more independent lo-
cal admi nistrations.

v) The most urgent tasks should be initiated without
awaiting a final solution to basic organizational
matters. The need for a National Sanitation Plan as
well as some urgent problems of sewage treatment and
disposal at district level should be attended to
without delays.

10.2 THE RECOMMENDEDALTERNATIVE

Taking these factors into account and reviewing the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the different options as well
as the identified implicattons, it is recommended that
Alt. A.2 is used as a basis for required adjustments in
the organization and management of the Sanitation Sector
In Botswana (i.e. the Council option, with OWA as techni-
cal agent and MLGL retaining important planning and ad-
ministrative functions).

This solution would retain and over time strengthen the
role of Town and District Co~incils, improve the planning
capacity of MLGL and provide for a rati onal solution to
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the overall technical responsibility in this field (to be
taken over by MMRWAthrough DWA). The required Immediate
changes in the existing system are relatively modest and
the proposed solution is flexible enough to facilitate fu-
ture adjustments as and when required.

In a longer term perspective, development of water sector
administration will Influence the sanitation sector as
well. The expected rapid growth of urban and semi-urban
centres will require a fast expansion of reticulated water
supply schemes with a corresponding need for new sanita-
tion/sewerage systems. Should GOB decide that water sup-
ply administration is best handled by a national water
corporation (which also would take over the responsibility
for existing schemes) there would be a case for transfer-
ring the sewerage responsibilities to the parastatal. How-
ever, if such a development takes place, it is crucial
that Town and District Councils are given powers to influ-
ence the operations of such a new parastatal. This could
be arranged in a number of different ways (through equity,
ex—officio positions on the Board of the corporation
etc.), but proper arrangements must be clearly elaborated
prior to the establishment of such a parastatal.

10.3 DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSIBILITIES UNDERRECOMMENDEDALTER-
NATI YE

The recommended organizational set-up offers a clear divi-
sion of labour and responsibilities concerning the diffe-
rent main tasks of developing and operating sanitation
schemes. These main tasks could be summarized broadly as
follows:

a) Planning

b) Design/Construction

c) Operation and Maintenance (O&M)

a) Planning

Three parties (Town and District Councils, MLGL, and
MRWA through DWA) are involved in the planning phase,
but in distinctively different roles. The Town and
District Councils Identify their needs for sanitation
projects, establish priorities and submit the request
to MLGL for financing. The MLGL determines which of
the proposed sanitation schemes to include in the de-
velopment plans, taking into account total resources
available, national priorities, etc. DWA prepares the
technical sector plan based on the project proposals
accepted by MLGL and taking Into account technical
considerations, production capacities and constraints
in areas like O&M.

4
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b) Design~ and Construction

DWA will function as a technical agent providing tech-
nical advice in all matters related to the design,
construction and 0&M of sanitation schemes. These ac-
tivities could cover responsibilities like hiring of
consultants for design work, inviting tenders, super-
vision of contractors, etc.

c) Operation and Maintenance

These activities are handled locally by the Town and
District Councils or by independent organizations de-
signated by the Councils to handle O&M activities.
Technical advice may be provided by DWA and financial
support (in particular to the Districts) by MLGL.
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11. COORDINATION AND PROCEDURALMATTERS

11.1 INTRODUCTION

As indicated in the above Section under the Zero Option,
better coordination and procedures between the various ac-
tors in the sector may improve overall performance. In
the present situation the manpower levels are, however, so
low that the sector may not significantly respond to bet-
ter coordination and procedures.

Ideally these should lead to better quality of all work
tasks, but with no idle capacity (rather over-stretched at
senior level) the risk is that a more comprehensive ap-
proach to sector problem would instead result in delays
and constraints. Thus, pooling of resources may not yield
the expected results as the complexity of individual tasks
will increase and therefore become more manpower inten-
sive, at least in the short term. In other cases where
two agencies are doing identical or interwoven tasks, out-
right rationalization can of course be achieved (e.g.
technical operations of DWA and WUC, intallations for new
housing areas by WUC and MLGL/Town Council, etc.).

11.2 SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

11.2.1 General Physical Planning

Physical planning is carried out by DTRP based on a proce-
dure of consultations between concerned government bodies.
Considering the important status of approved development
plans and the present vague statements of sanitation re-
quirements contained in these plans, it is proposed that
sanitation be taken better care of by requiring that:

I) al~ development plans shall be based on a broad plan
for sanitation development (md. both sewerage and
on-site disposal) within the designated planning area

II) the technical responsible agency (proposed to be
MMRWA/DWA) shall be informed of applications for
planning permits and in the case of major develop-
ments require detailed plans to be presented for
approval.

Item ii) will take care of future cases to be raised by
e.g. MWC/Building Department.

11.2.2 FInancial Planning

It is recommended that MLGL shall continue to have the
overall responsibility for financial planning in respect
of the Sanitation Sector. This tallies with MLGL’s role
as a parent ministry for the Town and District Councils.
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MLGL’s role will be to document the need for capital and
recurrent funds for sanitation/sewerage and to allocate
these to the sector according to defined priorities. It
Is recommended that a Sanitation Development Committee be
formed to advise MLGL on assigning both relative and spe-
cific priorities for sanitation development.

The members of the committee shall include:

- MOH (public health requirements)

— MMRWA/DWA(technical and pollution control requirements)

- Town Councils (represented by one or two)

— District Councils (

Other government bodies may be coopted as members if re-
quired, notably MWC/Buildings Department until a change in
their sanitation sector involvement has occurred.

11.3 TECHNICAL PLANNING

11.3.1 Sanitation Assessment as Part of Water Supply Planning

It should be introduced as a matter of principle that all
proposals for new construction, rehabilitation or augmen-
tation of water supply schemes shall be accompanied by an
assessment of the sanitation requirements. Introducing or
substantially increasing access to a plentiful water sup-
ply will In itself Increase the risk of water pollution,
and may even cause health hazards.

This procedure should be introduced by the water supply
agencies who will thereby create an early warning system.
It has also an inherent monitoring possibility if the pro-
cedure Is applied to annual estimates for recurrent funds.

11.3.2 Project Planning and Technical Development

Although the prime responsibility for sanitation Is pro-
posed to remain with the councils, it is inevitable that
the central technical agency (DWA) will continue to play
an important role In technical matters.

These may include, isa:

i) conceptual, technical planning
ii) supervision of project design
iii) supervision of construction
iv) development of technical standards
v) development of suitable sanitation technologies
vi) preparation of technical manuals and guidelines
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The interaction between the respective agencies involved
In sanitation is important. Operational experience should
be fed back to DWA to avoid inappropriate utext_booku
technology, and it must be ensured that the technologies
take proper account of all aspects relating to public
health, pollution control and cost efficiency.

For this purpose a technical committee on sanitation
should be established under the chairmanship of DWA. The
other membership will be the same as for the above men-
tioned financial committee, but with individual members
more oriented towards technology and community knowledge.
MLGL may for instance be represented by a public health
engineer (and/or a sociologist) rather than a planning
officer. Council representatives should have a specific
responsibility for reflecting O&M experiences in the com-
mittee’s deliberations.

11.4 UMBRELLA MINISTRY

With councils having statutory responsibility for provi-
sion of sanitation services, it will be their parent mini-
stry MLGL which must see to it that required financial and
technical resources are forthcoming. Moreover, MLGL being
responsible for land-use planning and direction of urban
development, it follows that other substantive ministries
will take their most important directives from MLGL.

MLGL should therefore act as the umbrella ministry for all
Sanitation Sector matters. MMRWAwill be the competent
authority on technical and pollution control matters
whereas MOH will be the sector advisor on public health
matters.

MLGL provides finances for the council projects according
to their assessed priorities. The Ministry has through
this responsibility also considerable powers to execute
the overall coordination.
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12. ENFORCEMENTFOR BETTER SECTOR PERFORMANCE

12.1 PRESENT PRACTICES

The enforcement mechanisms applied to the sanitation sec-
tor activities today are weak and not utilized to the ex-
tent made possible by existing legislation. Partly the
legislation is not specific enough (i.e. lacking detailed
regulations) and partly the recent urban development has
been too rapid for the enrorcement machinery to follow up.

The result is a hollowed set of sector regulations which
allow ad hoc actions to be taken in a hap—hazard fashion.
This applies to the various specific problems that occur
from time to time and not to the general sanitation infra-
structure being part of the very orderly urban develop-
men t.

12.2 ROLES OF VARIOUS AUTHORITIES

12.2.1 Planning Authorities

DTRP, Land Boards and the Town and Country Planning Board
should implement adequate procedures to ensure better spe-
cialist consultations. Reference is made to Section
11.2.1.

The Town and Country Planning Act contains provisions for
strict control at the planning and development stage. The
required machinery to make use of this control function
should be developed. Two implications can be foreseen:

i) Development planning may take slightly longer time
from proposal to approval.

ii) Guidelines and possible manuals to guide Land Boards
and their consultative authorities should be pre-
pared.

It is not considered necessary to develop any new regula-
tion under the Act to achieve better planning control and
qual i ty.

12.2.2 Pollution Control

WAR has not been very efficient in terms of controlling
water pollution. Valuable work has been carried out by
DWA’s Pollution Control Engineer, but the efforts have not
had the necessary legal backing. Pollution Control has
therefore mainly been in an advisory capacity.

During a recent review (1983) of domestic water legisla-
tion it was proposed to strengthen the authority of WAB
substantially. DWA has proposed that specific regulations
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to this effect shall be prepared on the basis of the Water
Act. This is an important and necessary action to give
proper control over the end product of sanitation (and
waterborne sewerage in particular).

Under an adequate regulation the WAB with technical assis-
tance from DWA shall have the powers to examine and if ne-
cessary modify the details of any proposed waste dis-
charge, including its siting. Effluent standards should
be specified as a condition for granting of discharge per-
mits.

Likewise the WAB should be given broad authority to inve-
stigate compliance with the terms and conditions of the
granted permits. Moreover, all existing waste discharges
should within a specified time be required to apply for a
permit.

Being linked to the right to abstract water, it naturally
follows that the major mechanism of enforcement would be
to disconnect the water supply/revoke the water right.
Depending on the actual case monetary penalties and/or
legal action before court should remain possible courses
of action against defaulters.

12.2.3 SanItation Inspectorate

This role is assigned to MOH under the Public Health Act.
Whereas Health Inspectors are active in many other fields,
e.g. inspection of abattolrs, restaurants, hotels, schools
etc., they have not yet had the capacity to give any con-
siderable attention to individual dwellings. There is a
shortfall of Health Inspectors in Botswana which is cur-
rently being addressed, ref. training projections in NDP
VI.

An active inspectorate is a prerequisite for enforcement
of sanitary installations and practices at household/dwel-
ling level. The inspectorate will also act as a link In
the monitoring system which will feed information back to
the Sanitation Sector planning authority.

12.3 FINANCES TO SUPPORTENFORCEMENT

The introduction and enforcement of regulations are of
little value If the financial means to implement required
actions are unavailable. A sound sanitation policy will
Inevitably imply additional costs, in particular In the
short term. These initial costs may be borne either by
the individual developers or alternatively by the Govern-
men t.

In order to continue overall development at the desired
pace and simultaneously contain the sanitary situation,

0
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the Government must make adequate finances available.
According to present practices MLGL should request these
funds from MFDP and make them available to the Councils.

Most likely there will also be a need for credit financing
of special pollution abatement to be undertaken by private
companies or even households in response to new regula-
tions. Obviously a specific policy with regard to cost
recovery and public incitement must be formulated in this
respect.

—-4
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13. OUTLINE OF MANPOWERREQUIREMENTS

13.1 MANPOWERREQUIREMENTSFOR UNIT SIZES

Present manpower levels were given in Sect. 4.2 for the
respective Town Councils. The requirements are distinctly
different for latrine servicing and for O&M of conventio-
nal sewerage. Considering Gaborone as a model (although a
shortage of supervisory staff exists), the following staf-
fing levels are proposed to be the basis for projections:

i) Servicing of latrines

— Annually each vacuum tanker can empty 1,500 pit
latrines (servicing about 9,000 people)

— The crew of each tanker consists of 4 industrIal
class staff

- One supervisor/foreman required for each two
tankers (1 per 8 workers)

- Maintenance staff of one industrial class staff
required for each two tankers

- One ~standby~ tanker with crew should be included

for each five tankers to cover breakdowns, etc.

ii) O&M of Sewerage

— Industrial class staff required is one worker per
1,200 persons served (present level in Gaborone
well below one per 1,000)

— One supervisor per 5,000 served (present level one
per 10,000 in Gaborone)

iii) Manag~ement

— Number of management positions for sanitation is
estimated as follows:
One for upto 25,000 people served
Two 75,000
Three “ 200,000 N

Four SI ~ 400,000

These broad estimates for unit sIzes of a sanitation orga-
nization do not cover administrative staff. The figures
will reflect two aspects of staffing requirements very
clearly:

- Waterborne sewerage is more labour intensive, correspon-
ding to the more extensive agency responsibility for the
entire transportation/disposal facility
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- Substantial growth in managerial and supervisory staff
will be required to maintain good sector performance.

The ensuing staff projections give the levels for three
broad categories needed for the decentralized 0&M of sani-
tation schemes. It Is envisaged that these 0&M duties
include repairs, minor extension and rehabilitation works,
etc. (waterborne sewerage). In addition there is a need
for a central organization for planning, design, construc-
tion supervision and other tasks which cannot be assigned
to the decentralized levels.

The purpose of these projections is to give a clue to the
training required to support adequate sector manpower de-
vel opment.

13.2 PROJECTEDSTAFF REQUIREMENTS

The above estimates (Sect. 13.1) are applied to compute
approximate staffing required for the projected sanitation
service levels, ref. Sect. 7.2 and 7.3. The staff esti-
mates are presented for each town, broken down on respec-
tive categories (i.e. managers, supervisors and industrial
class). Estimates are prepared for each town and major
village. A minor saving may occur for major villages if
two or more fall under the same District Council also in
the future.

13.2.1 Urban Towns

The staffing requirements are computed in Table 13.1. For
year 2001 requirements are prepared for both sets of pro-
jections.

The table shows that there is no dramatic change to be
expected in sanitation staffing for the urban towns. The
staffing levels must, however, continue to grow with the
urban population to be served. The two different service
level projections for year 2001 demonstrate how the number
of middle level supervisors and industrial class workers
can be expected to grow if more priority is given to
wa te rbo me sewerage.

— a
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Table 13.1, Sanitation Staff Projections — Urban Towns

Town Staff Category —

Year
1991 2001 2001 (high)

Gaborone Managers 3 4 4

Supervisors 20 32 45

Industrial Class — 110 200 230

Francistown Managers 2 3 3

Supervisors 7 12 44

Industrial Class 40 77 90

Lobatse Managers 2 2 2

Supervisors 4 5 8

Industrial Class — 21 29 37

Selebi Phikwe Managers 2 3 3

Supervisors 6 10 16

Industrial Class 38 65 81

Jwaneng Managers 1 2 2

Supervisors 2 4 7

Industrial Class 11 23 33

Totals:

,

Managers 10 14 14

Supervisors 39 63 120

Industrial Class 220 394 471

i

I
I
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13.2.2 Major Villages

Table 13.2 shows the staffing projections for the 10 major
villages expected to fulfil the criteria of urban town
status by 1991. Both projections are shown for year 2001.
Considering the nature of these villages it is not very
likely that the high projection will be reached by 2001.
Waterborne sewerage will obviously have a prohibitive cost
for the majority of people in many of these villages.

The present sanitation sector administration is virtually
non-existent at District Council level. Hence, introduc-
tion of programmes for improved sanitation coverage will
inevitably bring about the need for development of an or-
ganization.

As no crash programme efforts can be foreseen or expected,
there is reasonable time to plan and develop the organiza-
tion. It should be noted that the managers, and to some
extent the supervisors, can be used also for other tasks
during the early stages before sanitation requires their
full time attention.
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Table 13.2, SanItation Staff Projections — Major Villages

Town Staff Category
Year

1991 2001 2001 (highJ

Serowe Managers (M) 1 2 2
Supervisors (S) 3 8
Industrial Class (IC) 19 49 53

Mahalapye M 1 2 2
S 2 7
IC 14 43 48

Molepolole M 1 2 2
S 2 6 8
IC 13 39 42

Kanye M 1 2 2
S 2 6 8
1C 13 39~ 42

Mochudi M 1 2 2
S 2 6 7
IC 13 35 38

Maun M 1 2 2
S 2 5 6
IC 11 - 29 31

Palapye M 1 2 2
S 2 5 5
IC 7 24 23

Ramotswa M 1 2 2
S 2 5 5
Tt 11 25 24

Tlokweng M 1 1 1
S 2 3 3
IC 7 16 18

Mogoditsane M 1 1 1
S 1 2 2

LIC 5 9 9

Totals M 10 18 18
S 20 53 60
IC 113 308 329 -
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13.3 COMMENTSWITH REGARDTO RURAL SANITATION

Sanitation for major villages (ref. Sect. 13.2.2) is con-
sidered part of rural sanitation at present. Provided the
listed major villages continues to be under their respec-
tive District Councils as at present, the outlined organi-
zation can serve both major village and the true rural
sani tation.

Apart from this, the development of rural sanitation will
depend much more on the promotional and educational ef-
forts of the Council’s health staff. From an organizatio-
nal point of view these activities will be interwoven with
other extension services related to primary health care.
No attempt will be made to compute the manpower demands
araising from implementation required to meet the service
projections set out in Sect. 7.3.

Although certain materials, subsidies and/or credit finan-
cing may be organized to support rural sanitation, it is
envisaged that both construction and maintenance will re-
main much more of an individual household responsibility
than what is the case with urban sanitation.

13.4 STAFF REQUIREMENTSOF CENTRAL ORGANIZATION

The immediate needs of the central organization were out-
lined In Sect. 9.4. For continued sanitation development
towards the targets indicated in Sect. 7 a conscious staff
development effort is required also at central level. The
specific requirements of the Sanitation Sector for profes-
sionals (meaning: degree holders) and subprofessionals are
indicated below. It is assuu~ed that the organizational
framework of Alt. 2 applies, and that gneral administra-
tive/supporting functions are taken care of within MMRWA/
DWA and MLGL respectively.

1991 2001 — 2001 (high)
______________ Vrof. Sub-pr. Prof. Sub—pr. Prof. Sub—p~~
Planning MMRWA/DwA

MLGL
1
2

2
2

2
2

3
2

3
2

4
2

Design!
Construction

MMRWA/DWA
MLGL

3
1

5
3

5
1

10
3

8
1

15
3

O&t1 MMRWA
MLGL

1
1

3
2

2
1

6
3_

2
1

8
3Totals MMRWA/DWA 5 10 9 19 13 27

MLGL 4 - 7 4 - 8 — 4 8

Overall totals 9 17 13 27 17 35

Table 13.3, Sanitation Staff in Central Ministries
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Considering the envisaged roles of the two ministries the
technical expertise will be concentrated in DWA. The
planning will be more equally splitted between them with
technical planning belonging in MMRWA/DWA and policy!
financial planning belonging in MLGL. MLGL cannot do en-
tirely without technical expertise in their role as parent
ministry for the councils, although the sanitation tasks
will mainly be carried out by economists, social-anthropo-
logists, etc.

13.5 SUMMARYOF STAFF REQUIREMENTS

The above listed staff requirements can be summarized as
follows:

______ Year

Positions --

Professionals (managers)

Sub—professionals (managers/
supervisors)

Technicians (supervisors)

Industrial Class

Table 13.4, Summary of Staff Requirements

It must be noted that the middle level “supervisors” have
been divided into two groups corresponding with higher
diploma and ordinary diploma/highest grades of trade test-

1991 2001 2001 (hIgh)

15 25 30

24 45 65

49 118 169

333 702 800

ing.
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14. TRAINING FOR SANITATION SECTOR

14.1 PRESENT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

14.1.1 Botswana Polytechnic (BP)

BP has already conducted various courses for water techni-
cians, mainly in collaboration with DWA. Plans are also
at hand to start a degree course in civil engineering. It
would be possible to include water/sanitary engineering as
a specialisation in such a course.

BP has a very flexible set-up which can on relatively
short notice set up specialized courses and run them for a
limited number of batches of students, — preferably at
least 15 in each batch. As the “market” for sanitation
specialists will remain relatively limited, a course pro-
posal would seem much more attractive if combined with
water supply.

It should also be observed that the University of Botswana
is not going to give engineering courses as this responsi-
bility has been granted to BP. However, university cours-
es in sciences and mathematics have been used as preselec—
tion courses for students applying for overseas training
in various fields of engineering.

14.1.2 DWA’s Training Section

DWA has since the early 1970’s conducted departemental,
in—service training for various specialized staff cate-
gories. These courses include borehole mechanics, drill
rig operators/foremen, pumpers, pipefitters, etc. Various
short term promotional and skills improvement courses have
been conducted.

With the flexible set-up of DWA’ s Training Section and the
sanitation expertise proposed to be available to serve
MLGL/Councils, it seems most feasible to establish also
sanitation courses. Subjects such as sewer pipe—laying,
sewerline maintenance, sewerage pumping station mainten-
ance, treatment plant maintenance, latrine construction!
maintenance, etc. could possibly be taught at DWA. As
part of a more comprehensive sanitation staff development
plan it should be looked into how the courses could be
linked to the national system for trade testing and to a
proper scheme of service.

14.1.3 WUC Staff Training

Also WUC is in the process of developing training activi-
ties at various levels. A Training Officer has as one of
his duties started to organize in—service training for
staff upgrading. Again, due to the similarity in water
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supply and sewerage technology, the WUC training efforts
could be redirected to cover both water supply and sanita-
tion without drastically changing the scope of planned
training. The need to coordinate the specialized sector
training with that of DWA is also obvious, and may be
facilitated as a result of the Water Sector Administration
Study.

14.1.4 General Vocational Training

The sanitation/sewerage systems are not characterized by a
high demand for traditional skills (mechanics, builders,
etc.) for their operation and maintenance. However, the
need which exists should easily be met by the increased
capacity of vocational training centres (VTCs) in Bot—
swana. With five centres being established at the end of
the NDP VI period, the prospects of recruiting the relati-
vely few artisans and craftsmen required both for prime
and supporting tasks are good.

14.2 DEVELOPMENTOF IN-COUNTRY TRAINING

Most of the sector’s manpower development needs can be met
through relatively minor changes to ongoing or planned
training activities. It is recommended that training for
the water supply and sanitation sectors should be combined
wherever possible.

Apart from general vocational training in the 5 VTCs, spe-
cialized courses should be established at:

- Botswana Polytechnic; national diploma, higher diploma
and degree courses; requirement approx. 20:5:1 of the 3
categories.

— Department of Water Affairs Training School; in-service
traning, promotional/refresher courses, specialized
trades and crafts, organization of on-the-job training,
supervision of trainees.

14.3 POSSIBLE TRAINING PROGRAMMES

14.3.1 Professionals

The projections for professionals as summarized in Table
13.4 point out the general need for training/recruitment
of one professional for the sanitation sector annually
after the initial back—log of about 5 — 10 posts has been
filled.

Most of these professionals should be Civil Engineers with
a specialization in sanitation (preferably combined with
water supply). To fill the Initial requirements a batch
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of 10 should be recruited for a scholarship programme to
be organized, possibly with intake/graduation over 2 or 3
years.

With only one to be recruited annually thereafter it is
little scope for separate training of sanitation specia-
lists in Botswana at professional level. However, as much
as possible the candidates should take their general civil
engineering training locally and take a one year speciali-
zation elsewhere. The planned course In civil engineering
at the Botswana Polytechnic would be suitable with some
adaptation to the sanitation/water supply sector needs.

14.3.2 Sub-professionals and Technicians

Botswana Polytechnic is in a good position to offer cours-
es for these cadres. In addition skilled workers initial-
ly trained at the VTCs and having passed the highest
grades of trade tests may be assigned to supervisory
posts.

A crash programme should be provided to train the initial
batch of sub-professionals/technicians required to set up
the sanitation sector organization by 1991. A total of
about 15 should be trained to higher diploma level, 20 to
ordinary diploma level and 20 industrial class workers
upgraded within the crash programme. It is assumed that
e.g. most of the candidates for higher diploma will be
recruited among those already holding ordinary diploma or
highest trade test certificate.

After this initial effort the training outputs should be
approximately:

Sub-professionals: 2 - 3 per year
Technicians: 10 — 20 per year

Among the technicians about 50% should come from ordinary
diploma courses at BP.

The low numbers show that higher diploma training can
hardly be conducted each year. For ordinary diploma and
promotional training for supervisors It seems justified to
plan for one course per year, in particular if the general
part is combined with courses in water engineering.

14.3.3 Industrial Class

For skills covered by designated trades the sanitation
sector can rely on VTCs. In addition specialized training
will have to be organized by the relevant sector agencies
both for entry point skills, skills improvement and any
form of promotional courses deemed necessary.
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The annual new recruitment rate appears to be in the range
of 30 — 50 per year. Including In-service training It
would be reasonable to assume that some form of training
should be delivered to 100 — 200 Industrial class workers
annually, each attending his/her course for about 4 weeks
average. With 4 - 800 course weeks to be conducted for
batches ranging in size from 10 - 30 workers, the overall
programme will not be too extensive. With access to 1-2
class rooms, simple training workshops and laboratories,
training sites, etc. these courses could be conducted one
by one in the course of a year.

This specialized sector training programme should be deve-
loped at the DWA Training Section, or alternatively as a
cooperative effort with one of the VTCs.

14.4 COST OF TRAINING

It Is premature to put efforts into the calculation of
training costs at this stage, in particular because no
sanitation development plan exists. However, the sector
requires little manpower which cannot be trained within
Botswana.

Scholarships will be required to cover about 30 student
years abroad for the initial batch of graduate engineers
upto 1991. Later scholarships will be required to cover
3-5 student years annually (each degree student away for 3
years).

The remaining training can be conducted in Botswana pro-
vided minor adjustments and extensions are organized at
existing training institutions.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE

for

Consultaricy to review existing institutional
arrangements relating to the sanitation sector and to propose
recommendations for improved management of the sector across
jnterministerial lines.

BACF(GROUND

In July 1980 the responsibilities for waterborne sewerage
schemes were clarified at a joint interministerial meeting
under the chairmanship of the Ministry of Finance and
Development Planning. Over the years however it has been
difficult to prepare and follow—up well coordinated efficient
sanitation sector development and operational plans which
would make maximum use of financial and manpower resources
that are allocated to a nationwide sanitation plan.
Currently several ministries are involved in the planning,
design, implementation, and operation & maintenance elements
of waterborne sewerage schemes yet there is virtually no
coordination amongst these ministries in this regard. Many
public health problems have arisen in the country as a result
of poor interministerial communications and much money has
been wasted as a result of this situation.

At the same time on the rural side, sanitation services to
villages has been carried out almost entirely on an
individual initiative basis to date with the construction of
septic tanks and pit latrines to serve individual households.
Since 1980 there have been government programmes ongoing to
supply rural areas with ventilated improved pit latrines
(VIPs), these programmes however have not been
institutionalized as of yet and are currently on a very small
scale.

The consultancy proposed calls for a comprehenvive study of
the existing manner in which sewerage and sanitation matters
are handled and proposed alternative solutions to achieve a
more ‘efficient mechanism for planning, designing,
implementing, and operating & maintaining sewerage schemes
and low cast sanitation programmes.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

The consultant shall address but not necessarily limit
himself to the following issues in both the urban and rurat
areas:
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1. Familiarize himself with the present and projected
ways in which all sewerage and sanitation matters are
handled in Dotswana leading to a clear description of
the existing structure of administrative arrangements;
definitions of responsibilities and authority; fundino
and financing of sewerage and sanitation projects; and
legal framework and legislative aspects of above.

2. Document current and proposed manpower and financial
resources allocated to the sanitation sector
throughout the country over the next five year period.

3. Propose alternative ways of streamlining the respon-
sibility and administration of all sewerage and
sanitation matters. Realistic organizational
interfacing and administrative and legal arrangements
necessary for maximum benefit should be outlined in
detail. Manpower and financial resource implitTations
for all proposed alternatives must be presented.
Particular attention should be paid to the phasing of
such alternatives and the cost implecations to the
Sixth National Development Plan (NDP VI) financial
limitations.

4. Review and analyse current professional level manpower
resources and those projected to be available in the
near future. Propose manpower training requirements
which will be needed over a five and fifteen year time
horizon for the above proposed organizational / admin-
istrative alternatives. Indicate the financial
requirements for such training.

CONSULTANGY COMPOSITION

The consultant should be a person with a wide range of Public
Health Engineering and/or institutional development
experi ence.

COORDINATION AND REPORTING

The consultant will be based in Gaborone and will work
through the Senior Public Health Engineer of the Ministry of
Local Government and Lands (MLGL). All administrative
support will be the responsibility of the consultant.

The proposed length of time of the consultancy is 7 weeks;
five weeks in the field and two weeks for the final write—up.
A draft final report shall be presented after completion of
the field portion of the consultancy. Government will then
consider and comment on the draft report, and the final
printed report (50 copies) shall be presented within 6 weeks
after the receipt of the comments from MLGL.

3.A. GADEIK
SENIOR PUBLIC HEALTH ENGINEER
12 MARCH 1986
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SANITATION SECTOR

Appendix 2

INVESTMENT SCHEDULE 1985/86 - 1990/91 (Ref. NDP VI)

Sanitation component of integrated projects as Identified by MLGL
staff, February 1927

LG 13 (81/123)

LG 50 (81/143)

Lobatse Physical Development Sewage treatment
works, P 5 mill.

Kasane -Kazungul a Physical Development Serviced
plots (220 + 240), P 0.09 mill.

Broadhurst Stage IV.
Services plots (400), P. 0.38 mill.

Gaborone West Phase II.
Serviced plots (2,400), P 1.72 mill.

Gaborone Sewerage.
Sewerage development,
mill.

Lobatse Physical Development (II).
Serviced plots (1,200), P. 0.8 mill.

Local Authority Development Grants.
Sewage tankers, etc., P0.04 mill.

Jwaneng Physical Development Extension, sewage
treatment, p i mill.

Francistown Physical Development (IV). New sew-
age treatment works, P 5.8 mill.
Serviced plots (3,500+1,000), P 2.9 mill.

Selebi Phikwe Physical Development (II).
Serviced plots (450) and extension of Sewage
treatment works, P. 0.4 mill.

LG 52 (81/145)

LG 01 (81/153)

LG 57 (81/157)

LG 58 (81/158)

LG 59 (81/159)

LG 60 (81/160)

LG 61 (81/161)

LG 09 (81/103)

LG 17 (81/109)

LG 51 (81/144)

md. treatment, P 8.19

(Pit latrines/toilets constructed 85/86 and 86/
87, more allocations will be made.)

VIllage Projects.
Small village projects; sanitation, p 0.06 mill.
(only fiscal years 1985/86 and 1986/87)

Environmental San i tatlon Programme.
Low-cost sanitation (pilot), P 2.02 mill.
(Request for p 6.57 mill, for national project
will be presented)
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LG 04 (81/156)

LG 55 (81/840)

LG 20 (81/112)

LG 23/26
(81/114)

Major Village Infrastructure.
Sewerage systems, P 4.3 miii. (Only studies for
Maun, Masunge and Ramotswa, not exceeding p 0.3
mill., identified)

ULGS Training.
Sewerage/sanitation staff, p 0.13 mill.

Development of Basic Health Facilities.
Construction of toilets, p 1.18 mIll. (20% of to-
tal vote)

Primary Schools.
Construction of toilets, p 7.31 mill. (20% of to-
tal vote)

Total NDP VI according to list: p 41.35 mill.

Ministry of Health:

Total allocated for above LG votes amounts to
P 110 mill. (approx.

Additional investments due to recent agreements
with KFW and SIDA may result in addition of p 6
mill, for the Sanitation Sector, but allocated
under MMRWAvotes.

MD 32 (111/427) Health Education Programme, l.a promoting impro-
ved sanitation





Appendix 3

DONORASSISTANCE FOR SANITATION

I

Report on Development Cooperation, Botswana 1985, UNDP Decembe
1986, ref. 7.

The following donor assistance supporting sanitation directly or
indirectly was recorded in the UNDP publication (allocations roun-
ded off):

- Sanitation Coordinator, IVS (UK), to serve the Kweneng District
Council.

- Public Health Engineer, UNDP/IBRD (BOT/79/003). One post in
MLGL and funds for fellowships, etc.
1980-88: USD 536,000 (grant).

- Community Water Supply and Sanitation, WHO. Training and other
sector support.
1984-85: USD 40,000 (grant).

- Rural Sanitation, UNICEF/Netherlands. VIP latrines in Kweneng,
Kgatleng, Southern and Central Districts, mci. materials sup-
plies, equipment, workshops for local staff training, etc.
1984-88: USD 580,000 (grant).

- 2nd Urban Development Project, IBRD.
1979- : USD 8,000,000 (loan) of which USD 600,000 was disburs-
ed during 1985.

- District Housing, NORAD.
1983-85: USD 3,300,000 (grant) of which USO 1,900,000 was dis-
bursed in 1985.

- District Development Support Sector II, SIDA. Various activi-
ties aimed at supporting the decentralized administration.
1979—88: USD 2,100,000 (grant) disbursed In 1985.

- Woodhall II - Lobatse, UK.
1984-87: USD 1,300,000 (grant).

— Botswana Housing Finance, US commercial banks/US AID guarantee,
US AID.
1985-90: USO 14,000,000 (loan) and USD 200,000 (grant).

- Gaborone West Housing and Facilities, US commercial banks/US AID
guarantee, US AID.
1983-86: USD 15,000,000 (loan) and USD 1,100,000 (grant).

Note: For most of the allocations sanitation expenditure is an
insignificant component.
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ADDITIONAL DONOR SUPPORT FOR SANITATION, NEGOTIATED AFTER 1985:

- Major Village Water Supply Rehabilitation, KFW (Germany) through
DWA. Tentatively 20% out’of p 28 mill, allocated for sanitation
(i.e. P 5.6 mIll.) in Phase 1: Serowe, Palapye, Mahalapye,
Tonota/Shase.

Additional funds are expected for Phase II: Mochudi, Molepo—
lole, Kasane, Kanye.

— Schistosomiasis Control Project — Ngarniland, SIDA. Sanitation
as integral measure in pilot projects.
1987—89: P 0.4 miii. (mainly for sanitation).
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Draft

Terms of Referenc~e

for

SUPPLEMENTARYSTUDIES TO

SANITATION SECTORMANAGEMENTSTUDY

1. BACKGROUND

In mid-January 1987 a Sanitation Sector Management Study was
initiated with IJNDP funds and with IBRD as executing Agency.
HIFAB International was retained as consultant. During the
implementation of this short—term study (8 man-weeks) it be-
came apparent that information on problems created by the
lack of adequate sanitation services would be most useful.
Such information would make it possible to assess proposed
changes in the management system and their costs against ac-
tual and potential problems created by inadequate sewerage
and sanitation facilities. Neither the Terms of Reference
for the Sanitation Sector Management Study nor the funds
available for it could accommodate such collection of back-
ground information.

MLGL has therefore decided to carry out some supplementary
Investigations in the form of a desk study and a consultant
will be recruited to carry out the work.

2. OBJECTIVES

The study shall collect and present key data and problem
cases illustrating the effects of inadequate sanitation in
the fields of:

i) Public Health
ii) Pollution of Water Supply Resources

Furthermore, cases of sub—optimal use of existing sewerage
facilities shall also be investigated.

3. CONSULTING SERVICES

The work of the Consultant shall cover, but not necessarily
be limited to the following activities:
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3.1 Based on existing information available at MLGL, DWA, MOH and
MWC (Buildings Department), analyze the scope and type of
public health effects (including pollution of water supply
resources) of inadequate sanitation facilities in the follow-
ing main areas:

i) Major villages
ii) Sewerage Facilities for Institutions in the Districts
iii) Industrial Discharges (permits, agreements, unautho-

rized)

3.2 The adequacy of existing physical infrastructure and infra—
structural plans in the sanitation area shall be investi-
gated. Cases of deficient utilization of such facilities
resulting from poor planning shall be documented.

3.3 Based on the information collected and the analyses carried
out under items 3.1 and 3.2 above, a short report shall be
prepared to present basically the key data and the problem
cases.

3.4 Timing

The above mentioned consulting services shall cover a period
not exceeding 4 weeks and shall be initiated on or before 15
March 1987.
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WORKSHOPON SANITATION SECTORMANAGEMENT

Gaborone Sun, 12 February 1987.

~ppendix 5

Called and conducted jointly by Ministry of Local Government and
Lands and HIFAB International (Consultants).

1. WORKSHOPOBJECTIVES

The stated objectives of the workshop were two-fold, namely
to:

i) confirm that a true picture of the present situation was
obtained,

ii) review and possibly reach consensus on the main structure
of future Sanitation Sector Management.

The intention of the workshop was thus to provide Interaction
between the Consultant and the civil servants representing
concerned authorities.

2. SCOPE OF WORKSHOP

Na me

K. A. Selotlegeng
B. M. Mmonatau
E. Marell
J. 0. Krook
C. Lindblom
J. Magibisela
J. B. Hammond
P. Collins
J.S.N. Khupe
S. G. Oteadisa
S.. J. Gaffney
B. Bellard

Ministry/Department/Firm

MLGL
Kweneng District Council
DWA
DWA
MLGL
DWA
WLPU Consultants
WUC
ULGS/Central District Council
DPSM
Buildings Dept., MWC
MLGI

The workshop reviewed the Sanitation Sector Inventories made
by the Consultants and commented on them. Furthermore, the
audience was invited to review alternative proposals for sec-
tor organization and to identify the needs for coordination
both between ministries and within MLGL. Both open plenary
discussions and group work were employed in this process.

‘~ “3. PARTICIPANTS

Representatives from a total of five ministries with respec-
tive sub-ordinate agencies were invited. The following parti-
cipants took part, fully or during parts of the workshop:
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Name Ministry/Department/Firm
9

M. Jahani MMRWA (P0)
T. A. Pule MOH
R. N. Muzila Gaborone City Council
B. Sedin HIFAB International
1. Hum II H

J. A. Gadek MLGL
AA. Stanley US (U&IH), MLGL
J. Sibeyla MOH (partly)

4. PRESENTATIONSAND DISCUSSIONS

The following presentations were made:

- Introduction.

J. Gadek, MLGL

— Present Sanitation Sector management and performance.

1. LIum, HIFAB International

- Brief presentation of Water Sector Administration Study.

J. B. Hammond, WLPU Consultants

- Sanitation Sector relationship to Water Sector.
1. Lium, HIFAB International

)

- Future Sanitation Sector management, magnitude of sector
tasks, options considered, associated implications.
T. Lium/B. Sedin, HIFAB International

- Presentation of working groups’ findings (2 x 10 mins).
K. A. Selotlegeng/B. Bellard, both MLGL

— Preliminary Recommendations, comparison with evaluation by
workshop.
B. Sedin, HIFAB International

Discussions, including clarifications were held after each
presentation. The major opportunity for in-depth discussions
were during a two hours group work session after possible op-
tions had been presented by the Consultants.

The workshop was closed well after 5.00 p.m. by Mr. AA. Stan-
ley, Undersecretary/MLGL.

The following points were highlighted during the discussions
prior to the working group sessions.

On existing sanitation sector management:

- Procedures applied by Land Boards while allocating sites for
institutions (to be built by MWC/Bldg. Dep.) are inadequate.
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- Directives required for Immediate actions to solve pollutio-
nal problems caused by institutions.

- Technical Inputs into development plans for (major) villages
inadequate, pointing at shortcomings of planning procedures.

- Central government does not liaise properly with Local
Authorities during planning/decision stage of new develop-
ment projects In the districts.

- National development plans are prepared with too little
technical input, resulting in inadequate analysis of Impli-
cations with regard to sanitation.

- MLGL’s planning procedures are oriented towards projects,
and not (sanitation) sector based.

- Pollution control can only act at the same level as the
sanitation sector itself - becoming a problem when sanita-
tion sector is lacking recognition.

- MOA has been divorced from the implementation of sanitation
projects, and the monitoring/inspectorate function is also
mal functioning.

On water sector administration and the relationship water sup-
ply — sanitation:

- Management of entire water cycle by one body would have nu-
merous advantages. —

- The scope for a TMhappy marriageTM would depend on the rela-
tive size of the sanitation sector.

- Land tenure procedures as traditionally practised in the
districts (mci. major villages) likely to cause obstacles
for planned urban type development. -

- Councils are likely to oppose any move to take sanitation
responsibility away from them.

- It could be scope for merging water supply and sewerage ser-
vices under town council responsibility In future.

— A practical arrangement of charging for water and sewerage
on the same bill could be introduced where applicable
(towns).

5. OPTIONS PRESENTEDFOR DISCUSSIONS

Two major alternatives were presented by the consultants:

- The Council Option; major objective to achieve a maximum de-
gree of devolution of responsibility to councils.
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- The Parastatal Option; major objective to relieve government
of responsibility and to allow self—sufficient operations.

Two sub-alternatives were outlined under both these major op-
ti on s:

- MLGL solely responsible in the council option, or alternati-
vely utilizing MMRWA/DWAas an agent for all technical ser-
vices not covered by the councils themselves.

- Parastatal solely for sanitation to fall under MLGL, or al-
ternatively a water supply and sanitation parastatal under
MMRWAwith rural sanitation retained under MLGL/councils.

Following comments from the audience it was agreed to include
a fifth alternative for discussion, namely a Zero Option.
This would assume that no additional resources are likely to
become available in the short term, but that improvements are
to be achieved mainly through procedural changes and better
coordination alone.

In order to structure the ensuing discussions the Consultants
proposed the following questions to be discussed:

1. Major advantages/disadvantages of the different alterna-
ti yes

2. Need for manpower and other resources

3. Re. coordination between Ministries

1) National Sanitation Development Plan
Ii) Role of MOH (public health aspects)
iii) Water Apportionment Board (pollution control)

4. Coordination within MLGL

1) Need for sector planning
ii) Technical inputs required for town and regional

planning activities
iii) Implications for Unified Local Government Service

(or similar dep—artment); how to improve recruitment,
training, deployment, etc.

6. VIEWS AND COMFIENTS BY THE WORKING GROUPS

Group 1, chaired by B. Bellard and notes taken by B. Hammond.

On the presented options (the group concentrated on the Zero

option and alternatives A.1 and A.2):

- Better development control (project screening) possible via
DTRP through the Town and Country Planning Board, in parti-
cular for Zero option.
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- The need for placing sanitation responsibilities firmly to
avoid current fragmentation Is obvious; approval of plans,
building maintenance, funds for construction, maintenance
organization, equipment for District Councils, sector con-
trol and enforcement.

- As a short term measure District Councils should take over
sanitation maintenance responsibilities from Buildings De-
partment (Zero option included).

- Experience shows that it is easier to increase staff members
of TC/DCs than MLGL.

- DCs should have a joint unit for water supply and sanita-
tion, considerably strengthened to cope effectively.

- Strict line of responsibility is maintained if all sanita-
tion is kept under MLGL/TC/DCs (Option A.I).

- Utilizing DWA as technical agent was favoured due to general
availability of expertise, provided adequate priority could
be allocated to sanitation.

- In the long term DCs should be responsible for O&M of sani-
tation.

- The current policy of GOB favours self-funding parastatals,
which can conceivably be achieved only for a few sanitation
schemes.

- A parastatal organization would lead away from decentraliza-
tion.

On need for manpower and other resources:

- Regardless of organizational option the availability of man-

power and other resources for sanitation must be improved.

On coordination between ministries:

- A National Sanitation Development Plan Is urgently required
for direction and guidance In the future.

- The important involvement of MOH in development of policies
and strategies must be ensured.

- WAB ought to be strengthened in order to assume responsibi-
lity for the quality control of water and sewage effluent.

Group 2, chaired by E. Marell and notes taken by K. A. Selot-
legeng.

On the presented options (the group concentrated on the para-
statal alternatives):
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- A new parastatal will be expensive to establish and may be
expensive to maintain in the long—run if break—even rates
for its services are not affordable to the public.

- Parastatals are best confined to provision of services in
urban areas. Fears were expressed that rural sanitation in
particular would suffer under a parastatal.

- Among advantages of a parastatal were mentioned:

Government will be relived of operative service functions; a
combined w/s + san parastatal would provide economy of scale
benefits; independent of government procedures and regula-
tions, a combined parastatal would ensure coordination of
the two sub-sectors; combined parastatal would ensure opti-
mal utilization of technical expertise; attachment of sani-
tation to the water sector would assist in obtaining higher
p r 1 0 r i ty.

- Among possible disadvantages of a combined parastatal were
mentioned: sanitation may loose in the competition for
funds; it could be difficult for MMRWAand MLGL to sort out
priorities right through from the planning stage.

- In spite of some potential disadvantages the group generally
agreed that a combined w/s + san parastatal should be fa-
voured, in particular if the size of the sewerage sector is
going to expand.

— With regard to the Council Option the group expressed: maxi-
mum devolution to District Councils would be achieved;
little change in present distribution of responsibilities
required; technical planning will remain centralized; water
and sanitation will not be linked (unless a devolution stra-
tegy is adopted also for the water sector).

On the need for manpower and other resources:

- Combination of water supply and sanitation would lead to ef-

fective use of technical expertise and other resources.

On coordination between ministries:

- Clear mandates with reference to sanitation requirements
should be given to the respective planning officers.

— The National Water and Sanitation Development Plan will add-
ress the issue, if undertaken.

- The role of MOH must be fully recognized; advisory in the
planning stage, and that of inspectorate during the opera-
tional phase.
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7. COMMENTSBY THE CONSULTANTS

The Consultants pointed out the usefulness of such a workshop,
in particular because the management study was a short term
exercise. Views, comments, conclusions and problems identi-
fied were noted for detailed consideration during the final
stage of the work. Although the Consultants have responsibi-
lity for presenting their own, independent recommendations,
the joint workshop effort was considered to contribute towards
establishing an important platform for further policy deci-
sions with regard to sector administration and management.

The Consultants’ tentative conclusions were that:

- Water supply and sanitation (sewerage in particular) should
be viewed together.

- Both are best handled at a decentralized level.

- The technical planning of sanitation/sewerage is best hand-
led by a substantive ministry, in this case MMRWAwith DWA
as the technical arm.

- MLGL could benefit from being relieved of technical respon-
sibilities and instead serve In an umbrella function with
regard to support provided to Town and District Councils.
e.g. prioritize between sectors and supervise councils’ im-
plementation of overall policies.

e
- In the long term more and more of the technical and even

financial responsibility can be devolved to councils.

- Any short term change of roles should be made with a view to
avoid obstructing the possibilities for continued decentra-
lIzation.

- Maximum flexibility with regard to phased strengthening of
the sector administration Is achieved by retaining councils
In the prime operational role as presently Intended.

Therefore, as a preliminary conclusion the Consultants favour
the Council Option with DWA as a technical agent. DWA will
under the general development planning guidance of MLGL be re-
sponsible for technical planning, and it will serve the re-
spective Councils in technical matters as and when required.

8. CLOSING OF WORKSHOP

Mr. A. A. Stanley, Undersecretary in MLGL, closed the workshop
and thanked for the participants’ dedicated efforts. He
further made the observation that sanitation investments had
not been viewed as an attractive component of Botswana’s rapid
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development upto now. However, with continuing urban growth,
desire for higher standard of services and growing awareness
of problems the national policy has to be developed according— -

ly

Gaborone, 15 February 1987

T. Lium, HIFAB International AS
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PEOPLE MET DURING SANITATION SECTOR MANAGEMENTSTUDY

MLGL:

A. B. Masalila

J. Gadek

K. A. Selotlegeng

C. Lindblom

MMRWA:

Dr. T. Kausel

M. Jahani

DWA:

G. Quaraishi

D. Kingston

J. Krook

S. Child

B. Andersson

(L. E. Nyberg

K. Kariuki

E. Marell

Deputy Permanent Secretary

Sen. Public Health Engineer

N

Sen. Water Engineer

Sen. Planning Officer

Planning Officer

Director DWA

(ctp)

Deputy Director DWA

Senior Water Engineer (Resources)

Principal Hydrologist (Advisor)

Principal Training Officer

former Principal Training Officer)

Sen. Water Engineer (O&M)

Sen. Water Engineer (Pollution Control)

Water Utilities Corporation:

G. Walton Project Engineer

MWC/Bulldings Department:

S. J. Gaffney

Mr. Hall

Principal Architect (contracts)

N N (design)
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Directorate of Public Service Management:

N. Root Manpower Planning Advisor

M. M. Oagile Manpower Planning Officer

S. Otaadi sa Senior Personnel Officer

P. Mauco Senior Personnel Officer

Ministry of Health:

C. Sharp Coordinator/Family Health Project
(formerly with MLGL)

Ministry of Education:

Dr. P. Jones Chief Technical Education Officer

a

Gaborone Town Council:

S. Pathmanathan

Kweneng District Council:

Mr. Montsho

Ms. B. Mmonatan

UNDP:

S. R. Nhongo

Town Engineer

Chief Technical Officer

Health Officer
(LG 51 Sanitation Project)

Deputy Resident Representative

WPLU Consulants Ltd.:

Dr. R. J. Laburn

Dr. P. A. Mawer

P. Garratt

NZA Associates (PTY) Ltd. (consultants):

G. C. Neden Public Health Engineer

B. Egner Consulting Economi St
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